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RUSSIAN F.P.O.s FOR THE POLISH FORCES IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR
M. A. Bojanowicz and A. Droar
PART I

The historical situation in which the Poles found themselves in the short but momentous period
September 1941 to August 1942 was for the Poles a time worthy to record and for the allies a period not
to forget.
From a defeated nation Poland was to rise once again to its pre-eminent position in Europe, both
from its geographical position and from its political background.
No nation gives up hope because it is defeated in war, nor does it surrender its right to survival
as a nation.
The story which it is our purpose to unfold (perhaps a little patchily) begins in 1939 and deals
chiefly with the Postal History aspect of this survival. Basically because it deals with men's tenacity
to communicate under the most adverse conditions. The period under review was the prelude to Poland's
new baptism of fire.
For convenience we shall divide this period into five phases, viz:(1) The internment period 1939 to September 1941.
(2) From September 1941 t,o February 1942- use of Soviet hand-stamps and adhesives.
(3) From February 1942 to August 1942- use of Soviet Field Post Office cancellations.
(4) February 1942- the transitional period. Polish army headquarter's hand-stamp.
(5) 13th August 1942 to 21st September, 1942.
(A) Use of Soviet hand-stamp
(B) Use of Polish hand-stamp
(C) Use of Polish adhesives
Of section 3 we shall sub-divide for further convenience into two parts
(A) The numbered Field Post Offices
(B) The unnumbered Field Post Offices
Naturally there will be some overlapping and probably a little digression, but we hope the overall
picture will fit into a discernible pattern coverin3 the period in question.
As a result of the Soviet invasion of Polish -territory, which coincided with that of the Germans
in 1939, many Polish prisoners-of-war camps were set up in various parts of the Soviet Union, including
such places as Starobielsk, Kozielsk, Pawliszaslaw Bor, Oztraczkow, Griagowcz and Katyn.
During this period all mail sent to these camps was posted to and from Post Office boxes via the
Moscow Head Post Office.
Letters from occupied German territory to prisoners-of-war camps in the U.S.S.R. were addressed
mostly bi-lingually and franked with German adhesives (Hindenburg Heads) from 1939 or with the
General Government issue of 1940. Such mail passed through the normal military censorship department (of which a variety of marks can be found) and were then forwarded to the Moscow Head Post
Office for onward transmission.
Letters from Soviet occupied territory naturally bore Soviet adhesives and were forwarded to
the Moscow Head Office to be dealt with in the usual manner.
Mail for Pawliszaslaw Bor Camp was addressed "Moscow Head Post Office, Post Box No. I l / R43"
where on receipt a rectangular cachet was applied reading: "Post Box No. 11" in one line ; colours seen
blue-black and violet.
Mail for Kozielsk Camp was addressed "Moscow Head Post Office, Post Box No. II /S-41 " and
again on receipt the office applied a rectangular cachet which read: "Post Box No. 11 /S-41 " in two lines;
colour seen violet.
Starobielsk Camp letters were addressed to "Post Box 15," as evidenced on a postcard from the
camp to Tarnopol. Other camps no doubt had other post box numbers but no covers are available.
A photograph of Kozielsk Camp was taken by a Polish Officer in 1939 with a smuggled and concealed camera. This is the only copy brought back by a serving prisoner who managed to reach the
Middle East in 1942. The following gives some idea as to the features of this particular camp.
(l) "The Monkey House" so called by the prisoners. lt was a building converted from a church.
Part of this building was a cinema and a lecture room ; in the front part of the building were
held prisoners from the Frontier Units and former military police.
BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY, No. 43
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Cookhouse converted from church.
Food-stores.
Brick wall, which was later replaced by a barbed wire fence.
Building with passage in the centre called "Lavruchina Lina," from the name of the Russian
camp medical officer.
(6) Building where all Generals and Colonels were held and called "General's Camp."
(7) Soviet administration building.

Often, a tragic tale unfolds itself from the correspondence; for example, a postcard from a Polish
prisoner-of-war in the Kozielsk Camp endorsed "Post Box No. J I/S-41" addressed to his wife in Warsaw
(11 th December 1940). The card, apart from the usual Soviet and German hand-stamps, bears the
additional double circular hand-stamp of the Jewish Ghetto in Warsaw "S.P.D.Z." Postal Depot of the
Jewish Quarter with "30 Groszny to pay." The card is manuscript endorsed "return-received 23/2/41."
Hitler's invasion of Russia in 1941 began, as did Napoleon's before him, on 22nd June. It took
place on a 1,500 mile front with 170 divisions. By 24th June Brest-Litovsk, Vilna and Kaunas were
captured by the Germans. On 30th June Lvov was occupied and on 1st July Riga was captured and
the River Beresina was reached.
By 5th July the victorious German army was at the banks of the River Dnieper, while Von Rundstedt's army was steadily advancing towards the Black Sea by 11 th August. Kiev was in German hands
by 19th September 1941. Such was the military situation of the war in the Soviet Union when General
Anders at Field Marshal Stalin's behest signed a military agreement on 14th August 1941. This treaty
virtually ended the state of war between the Soviet Union and Poland.
It was agreed, among other things, to establish a Polish army with headquarters at Buzuluk under
the direct command of General Anders.
Buzuluk is a town in the province of Astrakan in the Volga Military District, with a population
of some 30,400 and is situated about 90 miles east of Samara (now Kuibyshiev).
But with the military agreement of 10th September 1941 it was again mutually agreed to e~tablish two Polish Infantry Divisions atid so two specially prepared camps were allocated to them.

u

s
TOTSK CAMP
6 7 .. POLISH INFANTRV DIVISION

The first camp was situated at Totsk, 25 miles south-east of Buzuluk and was the Headquarters
of the 6th Polish Infantry Division under the command of General T. Tokarzewski.
The second camp was situated at Tatischevo 20 miles N .N .W . of Saratov and this was the headquarters of the 5th Polish Infantry Division under the command of General Boruta-Spiechowicz.
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The total number of men deployed at this period in these two divisions amounted to some 47,000.
In order to implement the treaty and to form these two Polish Infantry Divisions the Soviet Authorities
declared an amnesty to those prisoners-of-war incarcerated in the several prison camps as a result of the
1939 invasion of Poland.
All mail posted at General Headquarters Buzuluk had a Polish Censor cachet applied reading
CENZURA WOJSKOWA in a blue or violet rectangle and the mail was cancelled by the Soviet postal
authorities in Buzuluk with the normal 'hand-stamp, single circle type, reading "BUZULUK CHKALOVSKA YA DISTRICT OF THE U.S.S.R." There is also to be found a three circle cachet reading
"POLISH FIELD POST OFFICE IN THE U.S.S.R./GARRISON COMMAND/BUZULUK" enclosed
in a violet rectangle.
However, the two camps at Totsk and Tatischevo had their own Soviet hand-stamps which were
of the normal single circle type which read "TOTSK CAMP OF TOTSK CHKALOY."
Tatischevo, however, had two circular hand-stamps similar to the above but the first type reading
"TATISCHEVO SAR(ATOV)" and serial letter below date tablet and the second type reads "TATISCHEVO CAMP No. 1 SAR(ATOV)" with no serial letter below date tablet.
All correspondence seen to or from this camp is endorsed in manuscript to "Post Box 215" with
the addition of a numeral denoting that several post boxes were in use.
Owing, however, to the growing exigencies of the war, the Soviet Military Authorities were prevailed upon to transfer these two Polish Infantry Divisions to the Tashkent area in Uzebekistan and at
the same time to further re-organise other army units from the ever growing number of released prisonersof-war.
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Map showing disposition of Polish Forces in the Tashkent area with the numbered Field Post Offices
indicated by asterisks.

The evacuation to the Tashkent region was begun some time in January 1942 and was completed
by February 1942.
The new headquarters was as a consequence transferred from Buzuluk to Jangi-Jul. By this time
the Polish Army personnel was increased from 47,000 to approximately 120,000 men.
As a result it
was considered expedient by the Soviet Postal Administration (reference Order No. 7171 dated 20th May
1942) to allocate five of the normal Soviet Field Post Office series of numbers to these newly constituted
divisions.
The normal Soviet Field Post Office hand-stamp consists of a single circle 30 mm. in diameter,
at the top is the national crest with an inscription running around the circumference reading "FIELD
POST OFFICE U .S.S.R." The field post office number is below the central date tablet and between
the date tablet and the field post office number is to be found a serial letter, a, b, c so far noted.
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We shall deal with these five Field Postal Offices in more detail and they will be referred to as
the Numbered Post Offices as distinct from those offices to which no field post office hand-stamp was
allocated and which will be referred to as the Unnumbered series.
The numbered series runs from No. 3,000 to No. 3,005. Jt should be noted that a No. 3,008
in manuscript is to be found on a money order counterfoil, but whether it refers to a Polish or Soviet
Field Post Office is not evident, so we must conclude that only the series as noted were definitely used.
As previously stated, Jangi-Jul became the Polish G.H.Q. Jangi-Jul is a small town some tw~lve
miles south east of Tashkent and was G.H.Q. from February 1942 until it was transferred to Persia on
During the early days all mail was
the evacuation of all Polish personnel on 21st September 1942.
addressed to "General Chief of Staff, Polish Army, Tashkent" (earliest date 7/2/42). When the Soviet
Field Post Office hand-stamp was issued, number "3,000'' was allocated to the Polish G.H.Q. at JangiJul and the earliest recorded example of this hand-stamp is on a registered cover to Jangi-Jul from Tashkent dated 12/4/42, in transit via Joi-Tybe 19/4/42 and arriving at F.P.O. "3,000" 18/6/42. Transit
time: sixty-seven days for a distance of twelve miles.
This cover bears the normal registration rate-60 Kop-and the cover has a rectangular registration hand-stamp in violet with the bi-lingual script in Russian and Polish, as follows:-

3

JANGIJOL

FI Hrl tOJl b

All mail was listed and a receipt obtained from the mail carrier. The number of items carried
was usually few in number, sometimes three, maybe twelve, on rare occasions thirty.
·
Censor marks were at the early stages carried out by endorsing with crayon "B.C.W." and a
numeral.
It must be observed that all mail between ·Polish Military Units was franked with Soviet adhesives
and was subject to normal postal rates and, as was to be expected, all mail was subject to Soviet Military
censorship. Therefore, we find the following typical examples: " SEEN MILITARY CENSOR" , or
the circular type, reading "SORTING POINT, MILITARY CENSOR No. 24" in red. As well as the
above, the Polish Military Authorities had their own censor units and special hand-stamps were adopted
and these were triangular in shape and for G.H.Q. Jangi-Jul there were three types with varied code letters.
In type I the sides of the equilateral triangle are 32 mm. with "CENTRALNE B(lURO)
C(ENZURY) W(OJSKOWEJ)" in three lines ("CENTRAL BUREAU MILITARY CENSOR" ). In
type II the sides of the triangle are also 32 mm but reads "C" at apex and "REJ(ONOWE) B(lURA)
C(ENZURY) W(OJSKOWEJ)" ("Regional Bureau Military Censor") In type Ill the triangle is smaller
having sides of 20 mm. with the numeral "O" at the apex and "B(IURA) C(ENZURY") ("BUREAU
CENSOR") at the base.
Sometimes letters are found with no frankings, these were probably taken by special couriers as
the address etc. was in Polish and not bi-lingual as was usual, but all such letters bear the triangular censor
mark. If mail was carried in the diplomatic bag a special cachet was applied. This took the form of
an "A" in a square 11 ½x 11 ½ mm. as, for example, is seen on a letter to " The Polish Army in Britain"
which bears the Polish Censor mark type II. The letter was forwarded via the Polish Ambassador's
Office in Kuibyshiev where the "A" marking (Embassy) was applied I 1/6/42. These embassies were
established in various parts of the Soviet Union for the sole purpose of looking after the welfare of the
Polish refugees and personnel who owing to the amnesty were living in Russia.
In conjunction with the marks described above two straight line markings are also to be found.
On a postal list sent from Jangi-Jul to Djalal-Abad 12/6/42 is a two lined hand-stamp in violet reading
' 'GLOWNA POCZTA POLOWA" (HEAD POST OFFICE), in two types, measuring 2.2ins. and
I .95ins. respectively.
The other straight line mark is "3,000 POLEYAY A POCHTA- ARMII " in violet reading " Field
Post Office 3,000- Army," and is found on the only cover with the circular Field Post Office hand-stamp
BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY, No. 43
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used to cancel the Soviet adhesive from this office. The letter is addressed to Schachrijab which was
the headquarters of the 6th Polish Infantry Division.
TTPOCMOTPHO
80€HHO~ ~eH3:YPOtil

CENZURA WOJSKOWA
l

B.s:I

2

3

4

28

6

Censor marks found on Polish Forces mail. I, censor mark applied at G.H . Q. Buzuluk. 2, Typical
Soviet military censor mark applied to mail between Polish military units. 3, 4, 5, Polish military censor
handstamps Types/, II and Ill. 6, Polish censor handstamp used at Djalal-Abad.
Other markings found from this office are listed but not known on covers etc.
All the above are known in violet, but the last is only known in blue.
Djalal-Abad is a town some thirty-four miles east north east of Andizhan with a population of
14,960 in 1939 and the 5th Polish Infantry Division was stationed here.
This army division used the Soviet Field Post Office single circle canceller No. 3,001, serial letters
a, b, and c are recorded.
The code letter " B" in the triangular Polish censor mark was used during the early stages. Later
the numeral " I" was used, but it is possible that both types were used concurrently.
The earliest known date for the Djalal-Abad cancel is on a money order dated 30/3/42 which
arrived at G.H.Q. 3,001 on the ?/6/42 where it received the Field Post Office No. 3,001 date stamp.
Letters are known addressed to the "5th Polish Division, Djalal-Abad, Post Box 22" which bear
double oval " to pay" in black hand-stamp of Djalal-Abad Station.
Not all Poles, however, were serving in military units. There were many who were dispensed
throughout the area who were employed as labourers on public works.
These working gangs gave themselves picturesque epithets, one such gang stationed at the village
of Petrovka in the Troisk district of the Altai country was known as the "Red Eagles."
Schachrijabs was the G.H.Q. of the 6th Polish Infantry Division. This town is four miles south
of Kitab in the foothills of the Hiszar range of mountains. Its population in 1939 was 14,200 and is
famous as being the home of Tamerlane the Great.
The Soviet Field Post Office No. 3,002 was allotted to this G .H.Q. and serial letters a and
b are recorded.
During the early period Soviet hand-stamps were used exclusively, earliest recorded date is on
a money order talon from Kara-Ku] 27 /3/42.
The code letter " M" was used at Schachrijabs by the Polish censor authorities and the numeral
.'2" in the second and smaller type.
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SHIP MAIL-Ill.

THE VOLGA AND KAMA RIVERS

Dr. A. H. Wortman

Baedeker's Guide, Russia (1914) is a mine of information about the steamer services on the Volga
and Kama rivers and most of the details which follow have been taken from that source. Readers are
referred also to the valuable list of Volga steamer stations given by Dr. Luchnik in B.J.R.P. No. 39 and
to three part-cancellations illustrated Nos. 13-15 and described by R. S. Blomfield in the same journal.
The Volga rises in the Valdai Hills in the district of Ostashkov in Tver Guberniya and drains
into the Caspian Sea by a large delta at the head of which is Astrakhan. A hundred years ago it was
navigable by steamers from Tver to Astrakhan, a distance of more than 2,000 miles and today following
the construction of the Moskva-Volga and the Volga-Don Canals river traffic has vastly increased.

J

RY&IN SK

N IZHNI NOYC.Ol'lo~

MTR~KHAN

Map of the Volga and Kama Rivers
Jn 1914 departure stations where there were waiting rooms and where cabins could be booked
in advance were Tver, Rybinsk, Nizhni Novgorod and Astrakhan. The companies running the steamers
were :
Volga Steam Navigation Co. (PARAKHODNOE OBSHCHESTVO PO VOLGIE) founded in
1843.
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Caucasus & Mercury Co. (KAVKAZ I MERKURI) founded in 1849.
Samolyot Co. (SAMOLYOT) founded in 1853.
Russian Co. (RUS.). No information is available about this company.
Of the four "departure stations" mentioned above, Tver is the only one which has not been seen
as a named town in steamer cancellations. A steamer of the Samolyot Co. ran daily to Rybinsk taking
two days for the trip, but there is no information as to whether mail was carried. The Samolyot Co.
did carry mail on other parts of the river and mail was cancelled on board. Other town names do appear
in steamer cancellations and they are absent from this list, so whether they had waiting rooms for passengers or not, they do appear to have been stations where mail posted on board was taken off.
The list of mail stations may therefore be given as:
On the Volga: RYBINSK
NIZHNI NOVGOROD
KAZAN
SARATOV
ASTRAKHAN
On the Kama: KAZAN
PERM
The Kama runs with numerous turns from Perm for 500 miles to join the Volga at Bogorodsk,
a village near Kazan, and is navigable all the way. This is not, by the way, the Bogorodsk in the Moscow
Guberniya which issued so many Zemstvo stamps. The Oka, another tributary, was also navigable
for 400 miles or so to steamers from Ryazan and joins the Volga at Nizhni Novgorod.
From Rybinsk steamers left daily for Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Kineshma, and Nizhni Novgorod.
We know that the Samolyot Company ran steamers on this section.
Nizhni Novgorod ~as a much busier port and the traveller was advised to take tickets in advance.
These were to be had for Kazan, Simbirsk, Samara, Syzran, Saratov, Kamyshin, Tsaritsin and Astrakhan. He could also book for Murom, Kasimov and Ryazan on the Oka but whether these steamers
dealt with mail we do not know. No cancellations have been seen.
Baedeker repeats the above list for Kctzan with the addition of Perm and Ufa on the Kama. Perm
has been noted in cancellations but Ufa has not.
There is a little more information to be had in the Appendix to the Official Guide to the Great
Siberian Railway, St. Petersburg 1900, which says that steamers Jea,ve Samara daily up and down the
Volga. They belong to the following companies:
1. The Volga S.S. Company, founded in 1843.
2. The Volga Trading and Passenger S.S. Company.
3. The Nadezhda.
4. The Caucasus and Mercury.
5. The Samolyot.
Between Ufa and Nizhni Novgorod, on the rivers Belaya, Kama and Volga, ply the steamers
belonging to Yakimov and Sons and to Burlychov. Sailings from Ufa four times a week.
We are thus introduced to further shipping companies any or all of which may have carried mail
and also their own handstamps. A little information on this subject may be-had from postcards where
the writers mention the name of the ship and the Company as we shall see later.
Cancellations known to the writer are in five types (see iHustrations) and we may tabulate known
cancellations and others which may exist under each type as follows, with the earliest date seen in each
case:
TYPE 1: Vl NIZHNI NOVGOROD - KAZAN
1877
V2 KAZAN - NIZHNI NOVGOROD
1874
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V3
V4

KAZAN - SARATOV
SARATOV - KAZAN

1881
1878

V5
V6

KAZAN - ASTRAKHAN
ASTRAKHAN - KAZAN

1878
1877

V7
V8

KAZAN - PERM
PERM - KAZAN

not recorded
)881
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The KAZAN - NIZHNI cancellation iU115trating Type 1 was drawn by the late Simon Tehiling•
hirian from a cover in his collection. In a personal communication he described it as "a 10k. brown
stationery envelope addressed to Prince Yegor Yegorevitch Lvov at Kineshma ...... was presumably
handed over to one of the ships plying between Kazan and Nizhni Novgorod, at one of the stopping
points on the river, as the embossed 10k. is cancelled with the Kazan - Nizhni marking. What is
surprising is that, instead of taking the letter right up to Kineshma, which is also on the Volga, the ship
handed it at Nizhni Novgorod to the Railway line No. 11 - 12, which carried it up to Novky station.
At Novky the letter was given to another postal waggon that of the line Novky - Kineshma, which took
it to its destination; all this in the course of two days, as the arrival marking of K;neshma
is dated 9 Sept." We may assume that the steamer was not going any further than Nizhni and this
was the reason the letter was transferred to the railway. It was not one of the Samolyot ships, which
went all the way to Tver. The sideways figure "5" denotes the number of the station where the letter
was handed in or the station just passed if the letter was posted on board and the canceller used immediately. Unfortunately there is no list of the stations between Kazan and Nizhni in Dr. Luchnik's article,
so we cannot identify it.
A cover in the writer's collection, from Kokand in the Ferghana Region and addressed
to Saratov (illustrated in B.J.R.P. No. 38) has a type 1 transit mark of KAZAN - SARATOV 3 MAI
1881 with an indistinct sideways figure which may be "16." If so, it was not stamped on the cover until
the ship reached Saratov, as "16" is the number for this station (see Dr. Luchnik's list A). The cover
must have been handed over to the steamer at Samara, since it has another transit mark, T.P.O. No. 70
(Tashkent - Samara). If the steamer mark had been put on at, or after, Samara the sideways number
would have been "8."
TYPE 2:

V21 RYBINSK - NIZHNI NOVGOROD
V22 NIZHNI NOVGOROD - RYBINSK

1911
1889

V23 NIZHNI NOVGOROD - PERM not recorded
V24 PERM - NIZHNI NOVGOROD
1890
V25 KAZAN - ASTRAKHAN
not recorded
V26 ASTRAKHAN ~ KAZAN
1897
The item from which the illustration: (fig. 3) was taken is the back of a cover on which stamps
totalling 10k. postage are cancelled PERM POST OFFICE 21 SEPT. 1890 the same date as the steamer
transit mark. As will be seen there is a figure "9" in brackets at the foot of this mark but we do not
know which ship used this No. 9 handstamp. There is a Moscow transit mark of 24th September and
a London mark of 10th October (28th September, Old Style).
The 1897 example of V26 also has a figure "9." but this is on a different route. It is struck on a
postcard written in Swedish from Astrakhan and addressed to Libau but there is no mention of any
ship's name.
TYPE 3: V31 RYBINSK - NIZHNI NOVGOROD
1911
This is the type of cancellation used on many sea and river routes with the word PAROKHOD
at the top and the route terminal towns below with the number of the handstamp at each side. It is
usually one of the more common marks on other routes, but seems to be quite rare for the Volga. The
writer has a note of an example of this type of cancellation, V31, struck on 7k. arms type with varnish
network. It is handstamp No. 5 and dated 15.9.1911. Blomfield's part strike illustrated as his No. 15
seems to be of this type and the reader may see what the complete strike looks like by comparing the
Batum - Odessa mark illustrated as No. 10.
TYPE 4:

V41 NIZHNI NOVGOROD - ASTRAKHAN
V42 ASTRAKHAN - NIZHNI NOVGOROD

1913
1913

V43 KAZAN - ASTRAKHAN
V44 ASTRAKHAN - KAZAN

1908

V45 RYBINSK - PERM
V46 PERM - RYBINSK
Page 12
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V47 NIZHNI NOVGOROD - PERM Romanov stamp
V48 PERM - NIZHNI NOVGOROD
1907
V49 SARATOV - PERM
Arms type stamp
V50 PERM - SARATOV
not recorded
Type 4 is the familiar double oval with PAROKH. at the foot. The earlier cancellations have a
star following the word PAROKH. but later when more handstamps came into use they were distinguished by letters instead of a star, as was usual with double circular town handstamps. Dr. Casey
has recorded the following mainly on Romanov stamps:
V41 Letters "e," "zh" and "i."
V42
,, "a," "b," "v," "g," "zh," "i," "k" and "I."
V48
,, "b."
It seems fairly certain that other letters as far as "I" must exist for routes V41 and V42 and that there
were at least eleven different steamers. Dr. Casey also reports that he has a 3k. arms type stamp cancelled by the oval V42 type, dated 22.9.14 and there is arr oval DOPLATIT mark (fig. 4) naming the
route. This is a very rare mark.
V43 dated 1908 is on a postcard which says that the ship- left Kazan at 1 p.m. It does not mention
the name of the ship, but another postcard from the same correspondence says in French "This is the
ship in which I made the journey to Astrakhan, where we changed ships. The other side of the postcard gives an illustration of the steamer "Fieldmarshal Suvorov" of the Caucasus and Mercury Company. The cancellation is Petrovsk, Daghestan Oblast, so we have confirmation here that the ships
which did the run down the Volga to Astrakhan did not continue into the Caspian Sea, although this
company did have steamers on the Caspian routes.
TYPE 5:
V61 RYBINSK - NIZHNI
1909
V62 NJZHNI - R YBINSK
1914
As will be seen (fig. I) there is a number at the foot of this unusual double circle cancellation,
denoting the number of the ship. Dr. Casey reports some of these among his Romanov ship cancellations and the following are known so far:
V61 Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 5.
V62
,, 2
The card illustrated with "N3" as the number of the ship is written in German and is headed "Auf
Dampfer Nicolai Mikhailov der Gesellschaft 'Samolet'" so we can allot handstamp N3 to this ship
It is interesting that, from the message, the ship was going in the Nizhni - Rybinsk direction. It
seems that the ships were provided with a handstamp for each direction, but in this case the wrong one
was used.
This postcard was bought from a dealer within the last five or six years and by a fantastic coincidence the addressee is known to the writer. He is in his eighties and living in London and on being
asked whether he had ever lived at the address on the card he replied that he lived there after the First
World War when he sold his philatelic collection.
TYPE 5:
V71 RYBINSK - NIZHNI
1913
V72 NIZHNI - R YBINSK
not recorded
Dr. Casey reports this variant of Type 5 with the word PAROKH. at the foot instead of PAR.
and with "No." in front of the word and the figure on the other side. He has Nos. 4 and 5.
The writer is loathe to believe that he and his contacts are the only collectors with this type of
material to record and would be grateful for information from readers of material in their possession
so far unrecorded, and of material from other routes.
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR.

PART 1-THE

THREE TRIANGLE EKSPEDITISYA CENSOR MARKINGS
Dr. R. J. Ceresa

The following notes are a consequence of an analysis of the covers in my collection carried out
in an effort to answer queries sent to me by members of both B.S.R.P. and Rossica and in particular
to queries raised by members of the R.S.F.S.R. Research Group.
The significance of these markings has been the subject of much comment and speculation by
collectors of material of this period (References 1 to 7). Before considering the various theories that
have been put forward let us first of all look at the data derived from this analysis of a random selection
from just over 1200 covers of the R .S.F.S.R. period, which can be summarised as follows:! . About 12 % (147) of the covers exhibited additional postal markings which included three
triangles in the lower portion which is usually occupied by ornaments and serial letters.
2. A total of 33 different markings of this type were identified, eminating from 28 major towns,
largely concentrated in that part of Russia bounded by Archangel, Erivan and Minsk.
3. Only on one cover was this marking used to cancel the stamps and in this case the marking
had characteristics of a similar marking used to cancel the stamps on Money Transfer Forms from a
Military Post Office (Figures 30 and 31).
4. The earliest marking was 8.6.20 and the latest 23.12.24.
5. The largest towns used more than one such canceller (Figures l to 9).
6. In the majority of cases no serial letter or number was included in the markings but there
were exceptions, notably Kharkov and Bachmut. (Figure 10 and Figure 13).
7. The word "Ekspeditsiya" or an abbreviation occurs on most of the markings but not on all
of them, and in the case of Odessa it occurs on two of the markings but not on the third (Figures 5 to 7).
8. The Kiev Type II marking contains the word "Pochtamt." (Figure 9).
9. The markings are frequently applied to those portions of the entire less crowded by stamps
and addresses and often in a fairly prominent position. The-back or front of the letter or card seems
to have been used indiscriminately for these markings.
10. A large proportion of the entires with these markings· were registered covers (85 %) but in
the case of Moscow and Petrograd they were also applied to a few postcards. Registered covers represented 62 % of the total number examined.
11. The greater majority of the covers and cards with these markings were addressed to individuals, usually with Russian or Polish names, in foreign countries including England, U.S.A. , France,
Germany, Bulgaria, Denmark, Switzerland, Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia.
12. For the smaller towns the three triangle Ekspeditsiya marking is frequently the only "transit" marking and in all such cases is dated later than the postmark.
13. For larger towns, in particular Petrograd, other transit markings, which are usually of the
ekspeditsiya (forwarding) office, are found which both predate and post-date the markings in question.
14. In a number of cases there is -a considerable delay between the date of the stamp cancellation
or the date of the first of the "true ekspeditsiya transit markings" and the date of the three triangle ekspeditsiya marking. In those cases where there is one or more transit markings applied after the markings
in question the date of these is usually within a day or two of the three triangle marking.
How do these observations tie in with the various theories that have been put forward? Dr.
A. H. Wortman (Ref. 1 and 2) suggests that these markings are simply what they appear to be, namely
the transit markings of the "Ekspeditsiya" or Forwarding Office for foreign mail. Since from Moscow
foreign mail would leave by rail, Dr. Wortman suggests that the Moscow Ekspeditsiya handling it would
be situated at the railway station-hence the oval shape. On the other hand in Petrograd the forwarding
office for foreign mail was not part of the railway system and hence the circular markings. However,
from the extensive list of towns using these markings it seems unlikely that Moscow was the only town
with its ekspeditsiya forming part of the railway postal system. A large number of the entires with
Moscow markings also had the standard Moscow 1 Ekspeditsiya circular transit markings in addition.
Nevertheless the word ekspeditsiya does occur in full or in abbreviation on the majority of the markings
and there is no doubt, as will be indicated later, that they were intended to be "confused" with the normal
ekspeditsiya markings.
Page 14
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It has been suggested by Mr. H. Q. Marris (Reference 3) that these markings may
in fact be security clearance markings, i.e., Censor markings, designed to resemble as closely as possible
true transit markings in order to avoid provoking an outcry from foreign recipients of the mail and hence
from foreign governments. At first consideration this seemed to be a rather far-fetched theory but it
would certainly explain the long delays during transit which are frequently indicated for covers with
these "ekspeditsiya" markings compared with "normal" covers without them.
If we consider only these two theories the unanswered questions are:-Why were three triangles
chosen so consistantly for these markings if they were simply the transit markings of forwarding offices?
Why were these markings necessary in addition to one or more additional normal forwarding office
markings of Moscow and Petrograd? If they were dated censor markings why do the covers not show
signs of having been opened? Jn an effort to answer these questions the collection of covers with these
markings was carefully re-examined.
During this re-examination my attention was drawn to a cover franked at the 5000 Rouble rate
with a single 1000 Rouble definitive on the front and a block of four of the same stamp sealing the flap
(a common custom of this period, which hopefully detered postal officials from "opening the mail.").
It is addressed to a Prof. Boas in Berlin and was subsequently redirected to Paris. The stamps are cancelled Moscow 19, (4.l.22), and in addition the cover has the Moscow 5 machine transit markings (5.l.22),
Moscow 1st. Ekspeditsiya (15.1.22) as well as the Oval "Ekspeditsiya" marking in black (12.1.22),
Type II (Figure 2). The interesting feature, however, is the presence of a large red wax seal over the
stamps on the flap with the impression "Moskovskiya Pochtamt" surrounding the early Soviet insignia.
Why should this seal be applied unless the letter had first of all been opened, and if it had been opened
why no "Censor Markings?" An examination of the portions of the block of stamps visible from
beneath the wax seal under strong illumination and magnification showed without doubt that the flap
had been opened by slitting the stamps and then carefully resealed before applying the wax seal. The
primary resealing was carefully done and the severed portions of the stamps were carefully matched
and without the wax seal the recipient, who opened the letter by slitting along the top edge, would not
have noticed that it had been tampered with. Perhaps the wax seal indicated that a part of the contents
(perhaps a newspaper cutting describing some aspect of the civil war) had been removed or otherwise
censored. This type of seal, so used, is I believe quite rare and I would welcome comments from readers
who have come across other examples.
Having found definite signs of a cover having been opened before receipt I decided to examine
all the covers more carefully and to this end divided them into two groups, those sealed with adhesives
across the flap (more difficult to open without damage to the stamps) and those with the adhesives on
the front of the cover (more easily opened). A very careful examination of the first group of entices
showed that in practically every case the cover had been opened by raising a portion of the stamps sealing
the flap usually in such a way as to enable one of the side flaps of the envelope to be raised to expose
the contents. Some times this had been achieved without visible sign of damage to the stamps but careful examination showed the stamps to be thinned or to have been regummed to seal. In many cases
the stamps had been torn across in opening the flap but had been very carefully resealed so as to match
up the torn portions. Examination of other covers from the inside, including those without stamps on
the flap, frequently indicated the use of a different gum, usually dark brown in colour, to seal one of the
side flaps. In no case were there obvious signs that the covers had in fact been opened during transit
and in fact a number showed no such evidence at all and may not have actually been opened before
receipt. However a very high proportion, (80 %) showed definite signs of having been opened and
resealed during transit when accompanied by the three triangle ekspeditsiya markings whilst in no case
for the remaining covers without these markings was there any sign of them having been opened before
receipt. This to my mind is conclusive evidence that the three triangle ekspeditsiya markings are in fact
Censor Markings deliberately designed to give the impression of being normal transit, forwarding
or ekspeditsiya cancellations.
The inclusion of the three solid tfiangles in a defuttte Military Canceller of this period (Figure 31)
and the possible use by the Military in Vladivostock of a similar canceller (Figure 30) gives us a link
between these markings which we have now established as being censor markings and the possible military
nature of the censoring. From the multiplicity of other-ekspeditsiya markings on the Petrograd and
Moscow covers it would seem that for these offices at least the "military censor" had a department within
the Postal Administration building. It is important to note that this type of censoring occurs during
a period when W.W.I had come to an end and when the "Voen. Tsenzor" markings were less frequently
if not no longer used.
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MOSCOW TYPES I AND II:
These two types are very similar but they can be distinguished for clear strikes by comparing
the outlines of the three triangles which are slightly larger and more separated for Type II (Figure 2).
Type I frequently shows a pronounced concavity to the right hand side of the first triangle. These two
types occur with about equal frequency and together represent the most common of these marking!> anc;I.
are frequently referred to in error in postal history auction lots as "oval railway cancellations." Type I
(Figure 2) was probably brought into use early in 1920 and was probably one of the first of this type of
"canceller" to be used. Type II seems to have been introduced at a later date to deal with the increasing
volume of mail requiring attention. Earliest and latest dates of recorded use of Types I and II are 18.6.20
to 16.9.22 and 31.1.21 to 17.10.23 respectively.
PETROGRAD TYPE I
This is the slightly larger of two cancellers and is easily distinguished by the somewhat larger
solid triangles and the smaller numerals used for the date, (Figure 3). It is usually applied in black with
a rather smudgy ink but it is also known in violet. The ornaments are usually distinct but sometimes
appear as lozenges due to the accumulation of debris on the canceller and subsequent inking up.
·
Earliest date 24.6.21 and latest date 19.2.23.
PETROGRAD TYPE II
All examples examined showed distinct damage to the upper horizontal bar over the date (Figure
4) and a break of varying length in the lower bar. Although the two types of Petrograd marking occurred
with about equal frequency overall Type I was common to the whole period 1921-3 and Type II was
restricted to 1922.
·
Earliest date 12.1.22 and latest date 15.12.22.
ODESSA TYPE 1
This is one of the least common of the Odessa markings occurring on three covers cancelled Odessa 3, 5 and 9 respectively. In each case it is applied in oily black ink giving rather
poor impressions (Figure 5). Earliest date 22.8.21 and latest date 19.12.21.
ODESSA TYPE II
Along with Type III this is one of the most common of the Odessa Markings. It is only recorded
to date in black and because of the thick lettering (Figure 6) and smudgy ink it is usually a IIttle indistinct
however the solid diamond ornaments are invariably quite distinct.
Earliest date 19.1.22, latest date 20.9.22.
ODESSA TYPE III
This is the only one of the four Odessa types that does not include the word "ekspeditsiya" or
its abbreviation. Each of the seven covers examined showed only the faintest trace of the letter E in
Odessa indicating that it was either damaged at an early date or malformed during its manufacture.
Earliest date 17.11.22, latest date 11.7.23.
ODESSA TYPE IV
Two covers in this survey exhibited this marking which is very similar to Type I but with a hyphen
between Odessa and Eksped. and also has slightly smaller solid triangles.
The dates of the markings on these covers are dated 19.11.21 and 27.1.22.
KIEV TYPE I
Only one example of this type was found (Figure 8) and this was in conjunction with a Moscow
Type II on a cover described later. . The date of this marking is 24.8.20.
KIEV TYPE II
This marking is found in both black and in a dark mauvish black colour and is one of the few
incorporating the word Pochtamt. The solid triangles are amongst the smallest of those illustrated (Fig.
9). Earliest date 1.8.21 and latest date 21.4.22.
KHARKOV
A single example of this marking (Figure 10) which includes the serial letter "k" was found on a
late cover with the date 22.3.24. In this case the triangles are considerably offset to allow space for the
serial letter. (Could an old and absolete canceller with serial letter have been "modified" for censoring
purpose? Were some of the rather ugly "three triangles" formed by adding metal to old cancellers
over the 'star' ornaments and then filing to triangular shapes?). This is one of the latest that I have
seen of these markings but they may well be known by other collectors in this period which is really outside my scope of collecting.
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ZHITOMIR
The portion of the enumerator for the day of the week of this handstamp seems to have been
inverted since the two examples of this marking have the 15 and 20 inverted in the dates 15.12.21 and
20.12.21 respectively (Figure II). The earlier marking is in jet black and the later marking in grey black
ink.
GOMEL
A single strike of this marking (Figure 12) in a watery grey ink was found on a registered cover
franked at the 10,000 Rouble rate from Gome!, 7.2.22 to New York.
BAKHMUT
One of the few markings (Figure 13) with both the abbreviation "Gub" and a serial letter, in this
,case "v." The cover in question from Bakhmut, 28.11.22 to Constantinople had additional Persian and
Galata transit markings.
YEKATERINOSLA V
Although a fairly clear strike (Fig. 14), the date of this marking has not impressed. The registered cover to Berlin was despatched from Yekaterinoslav on 17.5.21 arriving Berlin 27.5.21 giving an
approximate dating of this marking of 20.5.21.
NIKOLAEV
The characteristic of this marking, (Fig. 15) is the presence of the five pointed star ornaments
which were inserted despite the crowding of the lettering in this small diameter canceller. The single
example is dated 5.1.22.
SIMFEROPOL
This marking (Fig. 16) has the shorter abbreviation "Eksp." rather than the more normal
"Eksped." Earliest date 4.10.21, latest date 23.8.22.
UMAN
Despite the unsymmetrical array of the lettering, (Fig. 17), no abb..eviation or serial letter follows
the town name in the canceller in the single recorded strike dated 27.3.22.
SEBASTOPOL
Jn this marking (Fig. 18) the three solid triangles are very clo:ie together and recorded dates
to
are from
SAMARA
Here the triangles are very large and widely spaced (Fig. 19) and in addition diamond ornaments
are included. This canceller seems to have been -extensively used or damaged at an early date since
the ut)per bar to the date tablet has a distinct upward bow in the single recorded strike of 6.5.22.
PSKOV
Characterised by very large triangles clearly separated from the outer ring of the canceller in the
one known strike (Fig. 29) of 22.3.22.
NOVOROSSISK
Identified from a single rather blurred strike (Fig. 21) with the date 20.6.21 on a cover with the
postmark of Novorossisk Gor. Serrrom (Novorossrsk Fort Sernom ?).
ORENBURG
A fairly common marking, (Fig. 22) easily identified by its broad triangles and the month in Roman
numerals. Earliest date recorded 29.12.21 and latest 29.11.22.
MINSK
Unlike the greater majority of these censor markings the one for Minsk (Fig. 23) has three unfilled
triangles, The single recorded strike is dated 28.1.22.
ARCHANGELSK
Fairly common on both covers and postcards, (Fig. 24) with recorded dates from 16.8.21 to 3.10.23.
It has the rather unusual abbreviation 'Ekspedits.' rather than the more normal 'Eksped.'
ROSTOV ON DON
More than one type was found but only a single type was sufficiently clear to reproduce (Fig. 25)
with the dates 26.5.20 and 10.6.21. The triangles are clear and widely spaced.
ARMAVJR
As in the case of the marking for Minsk the single strike (Fig. 26) has unfiHed triangles and is
further characterised by the thick bars enclosing the date tablet which in this recorded example is 3.3.22.
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YERIVAN
The triangles in this marking, (Fig. 27) are so widely spaced than the outer solid triangles are in
line with the thick horizontal bar forming the bottom of the date tablet. Several examples were noted
with dates from 12.8.22 to 25.9.23 .
TIFLIS
To date this is the only recorded expeditsiya censor marking with the name in Georgian characters (Fig. 28). Earliest strike 4.5 .23 and latest 21.12.24 (the latest recorded of these markings).
BAKU
A single strike (Fig. 29) with the date 5.1.22 in a very oily black ink without any apparent bars
enclosing the date.
VLADIVOSTOCK
This is in fact the cancellation on the stamps of a Y.M.C.A. cover, registered from Vladivostock
27.7.23 to a 2nd Lieutenant of the 3rd Brigade of the Light Horse Cavalry stationed near Kaunus. The
nature of the envelope used and the person to whom it is addressed suggests that this particular cancellation may well be a military cancellation. It should be noted that the three solid triangles (Fig. 30),
are in this case inverted compared with those in the aforementioned censor markings. The cover showed
none of the usual signs of "censorship."

MILITARY POST OFFICE No. D.
This cancellation is known on Money Transfer Forms franked with perf. and imperf. Arms Types
revalued at 100 times face, with and without Kharkov Postmaster Provisional Rouble surcharges. The
wording of the canceller "Polevaya Pocht: Kontora Lit. D." identifies the use of three solid triangles
with military usage. The earliest recorded use of this cancellation is 21.5.20 and the latest 8.8.21.
VITEBSK
A partial strike only (Fig. 32) of this marking is recorded on a stampless cover from Vitebsk to
Worcester, Mass., U.S.A. Like the markings of Odessa Type II and Samara it has diamond ornaments
and is further characterised by having the month in Roman numerals as for Orenburg. The single partial
strike is clearly dated 22.IV.21.
KREMENCHUG
Again only a partial strike (Fig. 33) on a cover to the U.S.A. The registration label on the cover
is in German (Yorn Austland uber Berlin W8) and the stamps have an indistinct cancellation of 23.6.21
which seems to read "Kremenchuk-Kremenchug." The date of this censor strike is clearly 29.6.21.
The following interesting covers are illustrated in the centre pages :1. Cover from Moscow to Berlin with "Moskovskiya Pochtamt" wax seal.
2. Cover from Odessa Vokzal, 3.6.22, with no transit markings but with Odessa Type II Ekspeditsiya mark.
3. Cover from Moscow 9 22.4.22 with stamps on flap uncancelled. The "censor" has refrained
from cancelling the stamps. The faint postmark over the Moscow Type II Ekspeditsiya is
the Paris arrival mark.
4. Postcard from Petrograd to Berlin with true Ekspeditsiya marking in addition to Petrograd
Type I Ekspeditsiya (censor mark).
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RUSSIAN RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS USED IN THE KINGDOM OF POLAND
-PART 1

M. A. Bojanowicz
The railway cancellations dealt with in this article are those used on the St. Petersburg-Warsaw
Railway insofar as they were used on Polish territory or were applied to Polish stamps.
A brief outline of the Russian railways operating up to and during this period is as follows: In
1837 the first public railway line was constructed ,connecting St. Petersburg with Tsarskoe-Selo, after
'which the main line connecting Warsaw with Vienna and to Paris was opened in 1848. St. Petersburg
was linked with Moscow in 1851. It was considered expedient, however, to open up the route to Western
Europe by connecting St. Petersburg with Warsaw and Vilna (Wilno) and later with Berlin and Paris
via Werballen (Wierzbalow), Eydtkhunen and Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) in 1861. These lines were finished
in 1862 and in the same year Riga was connected with Dinaburg, a further extension to Taurogen and
Koenigsberg being made in 1863. The railway system was then as illustrated in Figure l below.
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Figs. 2-4. Examples of hexagon of dots numeral cancellations (Fig. 2) and of circular handstump
Type I (Fig. 3). The use of hexagon numeral canceller "11'' in conjunction with Type I handst«mp is illustrated by a cover to Warsaw (Fig. 4).
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For the sake of clarity this article includes the Russian numeral cancellations used on the railway
to Poland, namely the hexagon of dots with number in centre (Fig. 2). Number 11 is known on Russian
stamps only and Nos. 12, 14, 15 and 16 have been found only on Poland No. 1.
During 1861 letters from St. Petersburg to Warsaw or France are found with hexagon "11" cancellations in conjunction with a circular handstamp reading "S.P.8.-WARSHAVSK. ZH. D." at top
and "ST. PETERBURG" at bottom. This may be called Type I (Fig. 3).
Fig. 4 illustrates a cover franked with two IOk. Russian adhesives cancelled with hexagon of dots
numeral "11" and backstamped with type I dated 3 May 1861 (Russian calendar). This was probably
conveyed over the St. Petersburg section of the partly completed railway to Warsaw, travelling altogether
4 days, arriving Warsaw 19 May 1861 (Polish calendar).
It would appear that this handstamp (Type I) J\ad a long life, for another cover to France, franked
37k. dated 14.3.65, bears the same handstamp and is r()uted via Bromberg.
Early in 1862 circular markings of a different type (Type II, Figs. 5, Sa) were brought into use
and ran concurrently with the hexagon of dots numeral cancel. So far as is known, these Type II marks
have never been described in detail. Unfortunately, only a few covers giving precise information have
come to light as yet, insufficient to enable the writer to dr~w positive conclusions, although permitting
some theories to be advanced. Firm conclusions will be forthcoming only when more covers have been
found.
The evidence of the postmarks is at times anomalous or apparently contradictory. These anomalies are capable of several explanations; for example, a railway mail-car might have been temporarily
out of commission, thereby suspending the use of a particular canceller. Or again, a temporary handstamp may have been employed while the normal one was being repaired or exchanged. Such circumstances could mislead the specialist, who would expect to find certain handstamp markings and be puzzled
to find others.
From the published information dealing with the Russian hexagon of dots numeral cancellations
it appears that no attempt has been made to correlate them in any way with the Russian circular handstamp Type II. The latter were used in the wagons (postal carriages) numbered 1 to 6, indicating the rail~
road lines going to and from Russia through Poland (Fig. 6).
A study of the known covers cancelled in this way (Figs. 2, 6) clearly indicates that these two types
of postmark should be taken together. Also, they could indicate the direction of the train, eastbound
or westbound, despite the fact that they have been used singly or in combination. Although the adhesives used may have been Russian or Polish, our intention is to deal only with their use on Polish territory.
It is important that this is understood, because cancellations of a similar type (i.e., number in a hexagon
of dots) were also used in Russia (Fig. 4). There is now information to show that during the period
under discussion only six Russian T.P.0.s were operating on the railway network to and from St. Peters. burg within the Kingdom of Poland.
The two different cancellations
First we must consider the two cancellatiops (Figs. 2 and 6) and then summarise the evidence
concerning their use. It seems that these cancellations wer-e employed only on Russian railway T.P.0.s,
though they are found also on letters posted in Poland. Such letters were put straight onto the postal
wagons of Russian trains calling at Polish stations on the way to St. Petersburg or to Warsaw. In those
days it was quite an event to meet a train passing through or stopping at any station.
There_is good evidence to show that four Russian T.P.0.s on the St. Petersburg railway route
were each given a special hexagon canceller, examples recorded being numbers 12, 14, 15, and 16. Copies
of Poland No. 1 adhesives cancelled with hexagon of dots numerals "12," "14" and "15" have been
known for some time and recently a cover bearing the numeral "15" cancellation has been found (Fig. 5).
Numbers "11' and "13" have not yet been s<,en on Poland No. I. Possibly No. "13" was never put
into use for superstitious or other reasons, though N&. "11" was used on Russian territory.
It should be noted that the size and shape of the numerals determine the disposition of the dots
in the hexagons. Numbers "I" to "16" possess 11 vertical rows of dots, the number of dots in each row
being as follows:
No. 11. 4, 5, 6, 7, 4, 6, 4, 7, 6, 5, 4
No. 12. 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, 6, 6, 7, 6, 5, 4
No. 14. 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, 6, 6, 7, 6, 5, 4
No. 15. 4, 5, 6, 7, 4, 6, 4, 7, 6, 5, 4
No. 16. 4, 5, 6, 7, 4, 6, 4, 7, 6, 5, 4
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Figs. 5-6. Cover to St. Petersburg with Poland No. I cancelled hexagon numeral "15" and with
circular handstamp Type II on reverse (Fig. 5). Another example of l,andstamp Type II (Fig. 5a) and
others showing the six postal wagons in this series (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 8.

Handstamp Type II used to cancel adhesive.

Fig. 9. Cover with hexagon numeral "16" canceller and handstamp Type II backstamp showing
inverted code number 37.
Fig. 10. Examples of handstamp Type II with code number normal, sideways and omitted.
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In the 5th, 6th and 7th rows the dots arc distributed equally above and below the numeral.
Number "13" is omitted from the list for reasons stated above.
These hexagon of dots cancellations were part of a series running from "l" (St. Petersburg Railway Station), "2" (Moscow Railway Station), and so on to "10," which were all used exclusively on
Russian territory and never in Poland. Number "l" was used solely on the westward route notably to
Warsaw. Numbers "12" to "16" were used only on Polish territory, i.e., from Werballen to St. Petersburg.
In an article entitled "The early Railway Postmarks" (B.J.R.P., No. 19), Dr. Wortman mentions
a hexagon '11' on a Russian cover from St. Petersburg to Mitau, backstamped with the circular handstamp (Type II) of postal wagon No. 6 and dated (I) 22 XI 1863. The code numeral (]), adjacent to
the date, indicates in my opinion the St. Petersburg Railway or route. This cover has no connection
with the Kingdom of Poland and is illustrated solely for the hexagon 'I l' cancellation (Fig. 7).

,•
.:

..

Fig. 7. Cover from St. Petersburg to Mitau with hexagon numeral cancellation. "11 ", backstamped
Type II (wagon No. 6) dated (1) 22 XI 1863 (Dr. A. H. Wortman collection).

It is interesting to note that most of the known covers are addressed to F. E. Gunzburg (? Director
of Russin Railways), St. Petersburg.
A list of recorded covers bearing a copy of Poland No. 1 cancelled with numeral in hexagon of
dots is as follows:
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R.17.12.1863
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i\J.

f.~ii

Fig. ll. Cover from St. Petersburg to Warsaw with circular railway date stamp on rererse showing
code number "44" sideways.
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Hexagon No.
12
12
12
12
14
15
16
16

From
Werballen

To
Riga
St. Petersburg
Riga
St. Petersburg

,,
?

Moscow

Wagon No.
1
6
6
6
3
2
2
2
*inverted

Date (Polish Calendar) Code No.
29 IX 1862
?
29 VI 1863
?
12 IX 1863
(2)
29 XI 1863
(37)
18 VIII 1862
30' IX 1862
(37)
(37)*
22 VI 1863
26 IV 1863
?

It seems that the four hexagon cancellations with numerals "12," "14," "15" and "16" were applied
only to mail from Poland to Russia and not from Russia to Poland. Column 4 of the table above indicates roughly the correlation between the hexagon numeral and the number of the postal wagon, as
shown by the circular backstamp. Jn addition wagon No. 2 has been found in conjunction with hexagon
"12" ·and No. 1 with hexagon "16."
Concerning the period of use of the circular handstamps Types I and II in conjunction with the
hexagon cancellers, the earliest known date for Type I is 15th May 1861 (Polish Calendar). The earliest
recorded date for Type II is 18th August 1862, the latest 29th November 1863.
Circular cancellations used on Russian Postal Wagons
From the foregoing, it would seem that all Russian railway T.P.O.s applied a circular date-stamp,
corresponding with the number of the wagon handling the mail. The date-stamps were numbered.
from 1 to 6 and were usually applied to the back of the cover, though at times they were used to cancel
the adhesive (copies of Poland No. 1 are known cancelled in this way). The lettering round the periphery
is in Cyrillic characters and reads : "S.P.B. WARSHA VSK. ZH.D./POCHT. VAGON No. (1-6)" and.
the date is in the centre. Besides the date, these postmarks have a code number placed normally to
the left of the day numeral, though they may be found inverted, sideways, or they may be omitted (Figs.
9-10). The significance of these code numbers 'is not yet certain, ·though it is beiieved that they corre~pond to the station of posting or sorting, or perhaps the station from which the wagon started its journey,
possibly even the station where the mail was transferred for re-direction. There are covers which could
be used to support any of these theories.
Further evidence has come to light from the examination of a cover from Warsaw to St. Petersburg, dated 1863. This is backstamped with the circular railway date-stamp containing the code number
"44" (sideways) (Fig. 11). Counted from the direction of Warsaw, this number could well indicate
St. Petersburg. This cover travelled on Postal Wagon No. 4 (Nos. 4 and 5 were commonly used on the
Warsaw-Wilno-St. Petersburg route).
Stampless covers show that the circular handstamp shown in Fig. 6, in which the code number
"l" is adjacent to the day numeral, originated in St. Peters burg and occurs on letters travelling westwards through Poland.
A cover believed to be the only recorded example of Polish postal stationery cancelled with this
Russian circular date-stamp (Type II) shows the strike of Postal Wagon No . .4 with code number 2 (sideways) (Figs. 12, 12a). The manuscript "2" seen above the embossed stamp was probably applied by
the clerk to indicate the rotation of the mail handed to him.
If the suggestions regarding the code numbers could be established for certain, then we could
perhaps determine the station from which the letter was posted and whether it was travelling to or from
Russia. Jn all probability the Type II handstamp was re-set during the journey, changing the number&
to comply with date, route or transit station. If this were so, then the sorters work was probably at
times hurried and not done with proper care and attention, causing some code numbers to be inverted,:
placed sideways or on the wrong side of the day numeral, or omitted altogether.
A further complication occurs on a stampless cover to France dated 25th September 1862. In
addition to the code number "l," the Type II handstamp (Postal Wagon No. 3) on this cover displays,
adjacent to the day numeral, a minute dot above a Cyrillic letter "v" (Fig. 13). The letter was presum•
ably posted in the St. Petersburg area,judging by the code numeral "1," and bears a manuscript "Franco"·
endorsement denoting payment to the Prussian border. It was carried by rail and routed via Vilna,.
where it was transferred to the Prussian T.P.O. at Werballen. Here the "AUS RUSSLAND," "PORTo•·•·
and the "P 33" markings were applied as required by the convention between France and Prussia introduced on 1st January 1862.
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Figs. 12, 12a. Polish postal stationery envelope cancelled with circular handstamp Type II (wagon
No. 4) showing code number "2" sideways.

However, the "dotted v" marking remains meaningless unless it denotes a change of direction
at Vilna-proceeding to Werballen and thence to Berlin-Paris instead of going through Warsaw and on
to Vienna. A less likely possibility is that it indicates the evening mail, the "v" standing for "vecherom"
(evening).
Warsaw had naturally the post-numeral " I" in four concentric circles ; Tluszcz had the numeral
"322" assigned to it; Malkinia had " 316" and Lapy had " 318." Therefore it appears to be no coincidence that in the St. Petersburg-Warsaw T.P.O. handstamps the code numbers 1-4 should appear near
the date. Code number " 1" is 'probably Warsaw, " 2" could be Tluszcz, code number " 3" could be
Malkinia and "4" Lapy. Perhaps the sideways use of these code numbers is an indication of the reverse
direction.
The cover illustrated as Fig. 12 could well have been posted at Tluszcz (presumed code number
' '2"). It is addressed to Warsaw and being Polish postal stationery must have been posted on Polish
territory.
After 1863 a new type of circular handstamp was introduced. This has the legend " POSTAL
WAGON No. 4" only and the letter " A" at base. The same legend with the letter "B" at base has been
reported, but no example has been seen by the author. For convenience this mark is referred to as
Type III (Fig. 15).
Fig. 16 illustrates a cover from Warsaw franked with Poland No. 1 adhesive and addressed to
Moscow. It is dated 12 XII 63 (Polish calendar) and is cancelled with Type III. It should be noted
that the code number adjacent to the date is "33." This number is believed to be connected with Wilno
and that all letters posted in Postal Wagon No. 4A were either to Wilno or from Wilno. In other words,
this Type III postmark was applied only on the Warsaw-Wilno/Wilno-Warsaw route.
The various code numbers associated with date-stamps on Polish adhesives is shown in the following table:
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KINGDOM

OF

3.

.........".,.

POLAND

RUSSIA

,.
Fig. 13. Stamp/ess cover to France with "dotted V" variant of Type II handstamp (r~drawn inset).
Fig. 14. Map of Warsaw-Bia/ystock railway route showing postulated code numbers of Polish
.stations.
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Figs. 15, 16. Type Ill handstamp, applied on the Warsaw-Wilno/Wil110 Warsaw route, with an
example on cover to Moscow cancelling Poland No. l.
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Code No.

Origin

Werballen
2
*2
2
*3
33
33
33
37
37
**37
43
*44

,,
Tluszcz
?
Malkinia?
Wilno
?
Warsaw
Werballen

,,
Warsaw
* sideways

Date (Polish calendar)

30
24
28
21

VIII 62
IX 63
Q( 63
II 64
?
13 XI 66
II XI 63
12 XII 63
II XII 63
11 X 62
22 VII 63
8 I 64
29 XII 63
** inverted

Wagon No.

3
6
4
3
?
4A***
4A
4A
6
2
2
4
4

Destination
St. Peters burg

Riga
?
Riga
?
Waisaw
?
Moscow
St. Petersburg

"
Moscow
St. Petersburg

*** in blue

This article has shown that relatively simple features of the Russian T.P.0. service operating
between St. Petersburg and Warsaw still provide an open field for investigation by postal historians.
Any information known to the reader may prove of value and should be brought to the attention of
students interested in this subject.
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"OFF-BEAT''

SOVIETS

A. S. Waugh

This is a series of notes in an attempt to interest a wide range of collectors and get away from
the broader path of philately into the byways as it were. To my mind there is a great deal of interest
to be found in the mass of material often passed over in favour of the expensive or rare variety. To
those whose pockets are less well-lined, many of the items discussed will cause no financial strain, while
others are recorded for information only or will cer_tainly take a lot of finding ( !). The following notes
have been divided into sections for easy reference, and for those not interested to omit; the author, however, hopes his efforts will encourage others to come into print, both to add to our knowledge ,and interest the newcomer. The latter, when faced with the formidable number of Soviet stamps now catalogued,
may well feel discouraged from collecting Russian material, feeling that completeness is out of his reach.
Well, this has always been the case and we can only hope he will feel th'lt there is plenty of scope in the
sort of material which is here presented.
SOVIET FORERUNNERS AND ESSAYS
In the issues of "Soviet Philately" Nos 2 and 7 of 1967 appears an interesting forerunner of Soviet
stamps. These labels feature an oval portrait of Karl Marx and were probably printed by typography
in monochrome. Issued by the Russian Social Democrat Labour Party, whose initials appear at the top,
there are two printings of the same design, one in Russian, and one in the principal Western European
languages of English, French and German. The Russian carries the figure "10" (kopecks?) and the
English version the words "One Penny" in the four comers of the design. The remaining inscriptions
inform us that the label was published by the Central Bureau of the Groups Abroad, for the Elections
to the Fourth Duma, which will place the period sometime in the Autumn of 1912. The labels were
perforated 11 ½and are imperf. at the edge of each sheet, which contains 4 x 5 stamps per sheet, each vignette measuring 35 x 43 mm. Obviously a political label used to raise funds for a cause that was to
change so many things in Russia and whose effects still vibrate round the world. Have copies of either
type of label been seen in this country?
The essays for the 100 Rouble stamp of the 1921 series, imperforate in either slate-blue or oliveyellow, featuring an allegorical design of Youth riding a white horse surrounded by triumphant workers
and peasants, are quite well-known. What makes the essay especially interesting to the specialist is that
it is printed by means of photogravure in a rather coarse screen, and ante-dates by some four years the
issued stamps printed by this method in Russia. Bearing in mind that the first ever photogravure stamps
(those of Bavaria) did not appear until 1917, it is interesting to speculate how this advanced technology
made its appearance in Russia so soon after the chaos of Civil War and economic ruin. Further information in this field would be welcome to specialists.
Another interesting essay in the form of a miniature sheet or block was shown by Mr. Myers at
the British Philatelic Exhibition at Seymour Hall in October '68. This was composed of a series of
designs by the famous artist and engraver R . Sarrinish, who was responsible for a number of Imperial
and early Soviet designs. Some shown on this sheet were of issued stamps, all imperforate, others were
of projected designs, even including 1913 Romanov borders from the tercentenary of the Romanov
dynasty issues, with portraits of Revolutionary leaders thereon. Truly one can add "Sic transit gloria . . !"
Can Mr. Myers add any further information about his sheet, which could be presumed to fall in the
category of a printer's sample or trial?
ADVERTISEMENT STAMPS
The years 1923 to 1929 were a transitory period in the USSR., when the so-called New Economic
Policy or N.E.P. was introduced with accompanying semi-capitalist methods to bring the economy of
the country, wrecked by years of Civil War, up to pre-1914 standards. This resulted in advertising
Soviet products at home and abroad. Included in this media were perforated labels advertising Soviet
products with space for the standard definitive stamps thereon. Some 57 different types are listed in
the 1933 edition of the Official Soviet Stamp.Catalogue. These labels were used to seal business envelopes
and parcels of goods sent out from the enterprises. In a format of 40x55mm. and printed by lithography
or typography in several colours and in some cases on coloured papers, they form an interesting sideline, throwing some light on an early form of business advertising in the USSR. (For further information the reader should consult the article by Kurt Adler and Jacques Posell in Rossica No. 13.-Ed.).
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POSTAGE-DUES
In February 1926, the collection of postage-due fees by means of special stamps was discontinued
in the USSR, under-payment or non-payment of postage being indicated by means of handstamps of
special oval shape (which continues today) including the word "Doplata." Considerable numbers of
both typographed and lithographed postage-due stamps remained; many were overprinted with the word
"postage stamp," in two types, and surcharged 8k. and reissued in June 1927 when there was a shortage
of 8k. definitives due to a revision in the ordinary letter rate. In February 1926 another increase in
postal rates resulted in a shortage of lower value stamps in certain. Post Offices. The recently discarded
Postage-Dues were then brought out for normal postal usage, being duly authorised for this purpose.
This use can only be recognised when these dues have postmarks dated after 1.2.26, and are somewhat
rare thus, especially on cover.
MARGINAL BARS
Sheets of Soviet typographed stamps are made up from printing formes incorporating a border
that appears in the margin as solid bar of the same colour as the printed stamp. These marginal bars
appear to vary with each printing of the issue, particularly with respect to the standard definitive stamps,
which in some cases had a life of many years and were in consequence reprinted many times. Thus
we find in the case of the 1939 5k. red Miner stamp, marginal bars in the selvedge ranging from 3½ mm.,
5 mm., to 10 mm., and again the well-known 30k. blue Aviator, bars with a thickness of 2, 2½ and 3 mm.
etc., and there well may be many others. Unfortunately, from the collectors' point of view, the margins
are usually discarded when the stamps are used on covers, and therefore it is virtually impossible to date
the printing by the method of thickness of bar and postmark, but as a general rule it would appear that
the thin bars come first. Without some other confirmation this is only a surmise. An interesting sideline can be built up with these specimens, starting with the 1924 6 typographed stamps and working
through the 1928 "large heads," 1929 and 1938-9 issues; but do not forget that the earlier commemoratives were sometimes produced by typography, though usually one printing was considered sufficient
in these cases. Some of the 1929 stamps have double bars, the purpose of which is again not clear and
thus provides a further field for study.
It is interesting to note that the lithographed 30k. Aviator stamps of 1946 also appear with thin
1 mm. bars. I have some specimens with single and treble bars; perhaps a double bar also exists. Such
bars are very unusual in offset printed stamps as they serve no purpose other than decoration, whereas
in typography these bars (called leads) help to lock up the cliches squarely in the printing formes.

a

CANCELLED TO ORDER
The purist sees stamps cancelled to order, or "CTO"' as they are usually called, as suitable only
for the junior packet trade. However, these philatelic outcasts can be a source of information not always
readily available from other sources. The U.S.S.R. has for a number of years, in keeping with many
countries, disposed of part of its stamp issues already cancelled to the trade at discount prices. Such
stamps are often fully gummed and have not performed any postal duty. If it were not for such CTO
material, many of the sets issued in the early thirties, would today be out of the reach of the modest collector. The first method of treating remaining stocks of stamps by the Soviet Philatelic Bureau was in
the form of a straight line of horizontal perforations, sometimes confused as perforation varieties. These
"annulled" stamps were invalidated for postal use by the perforated line and thus cannot be found genuinely used. They were sold by the State Trading organisations at a discount from the issued stamps
against gold currencies to collectors outside the U.S.S.R.
Stamps, usually the rarer perforations and
printings of the period 1924 to 1928, are found thus, and there are some twenty to thirty types (a complete listing has yet to appear) which can be found so treated.
In the 1930's it became the custom to cancel remaining stamps by hand with the dies, probably
specially prepared, of the new towns and cities being built under the 5 year plans, thus achieving a measure of propaganda at the same time. Stamps with cancels reading, "Magnetogorsk," the new steel
town in Western Siberia, "Kirovsk," the mining town in the Kola Peninsula, "Stalino," the coal-mining
city in the Ukraine (formerly Yuzhovka, named after an Englishman called Hughes!), "Stalingrad,"
and other famous names, besides the ·more common Minsk, Kiev, Tashkent, Leningrad, and Moscow.
With a little study, it will be found that these CTO's come in two forms-used sets sold near to the time
of issue of the mint stamps; these will often be found cancelled with the first day of issue thereon and may
be a useful guide to the actual day of issue. They should not be confused with remainders cancelled
with later dates. It is of interest at this point to record that when in 1961 the currency was revalued by
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10 % thus invalidating all previous stamp issues, which in turn had to be used or exchanged within 3
.months from January 1st of that year, many stamps remaining from the previous 12 years were cancelled with 1960 dates. Thus I have the Women's Day series of 7 values, issued in March 1949, duly
cancelled by machine print with the date 28 August 1960 Moscow Post Office, as if the authorities wished
to clear out the old stocks of material before receiving the new stamps in revised values.
With the incorporation of the Baltic States in -1940, the emphasis in CTO cancels became Riga,
Tallinin and Vilna, in that order, especially in the immediate post-war period. Also Tula became much
in vogue at this time. The CTO marks differ from the regular postmarks and an interesting side-line
can be formed by collecting both types. Today, most CTO's are simply inscribed "Moscow Postampt,"
and are applied by machine overprint across complete sheets of stamps falling along the meeting of the
horizontal and vertical perforations. Thus the severed stamps show one quarter of the cancel. Not
all issues are common with CTO marks; the 1961 Silver foil stamps appear to be much rarer in this state
than the mint or those on special covers; likewise, the 1965 Silver foils a-re more difficult to find CTO
than mint. So far I have not been able to discover either the 1962 Polar Anniversary overprinted miniature sheet, or the green Tokio Olympic Games sheet cancelled CTO. Has anyone a specimen to record?
The earliest Soviet CTO usage is probably the Children's Charity issue of 1922, when a series of
five Imperial low-value stamps were overprinted and a special cancel was applied to them for one- day
only in Moscow. From specimens I have, neatly cut on pieces, it is probable that some were so treated
for sale to philatelists. No doubt in time catalogues will come to recognise the lowly CTO and we may
get the three price columns of mint, postally used, and CTO. It is well known that pre-war Soviet stamps
are scarce with proper commercial cancels. The total issue was often quite small by present-day standards, some only in 25 or 50 thousand copies. It would be interesting to know what proportion of these
were cancelled remainders.
REPRINTS
Recently Soviet philatelists have officially recognised the issue of stamps reprinted by their Postal
Authorities. Reprints can take the form of two types -stamps reprinted .from the original plates or
dies, perhaps on differing paper, inks, perforations etc,-or stamps in the original design, matching it as
far as technically possible, but from new printing-plates with possible modifications and improvement
in the lettering. These Soviet reprints also come in different sizes from the original issue; in this respect
they are not facsimilies but a true second printing.
With one possible exception, the stamps in question were all issued in 1951. In May of that year
two values commemorated 175 years of the Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow in designs by E. Bulanov. The
first printing was 45.5 x 31.5 mm. and 47 mm., the second printing has the format 45 x 31 mm. and 46.8
mm. There are differences in colour and the second series has the design improved for greater clarity
of detail, the text and "Pochta CCCP" both considerably sharpened.
In August, 5 years of the death of Mikhail I. Kalinin, a past President of the U.S.S.R., saw three
stamps featuring his portrait, statue and museum. The first printing came in 27.2 x 39.8 mm. and 27.5 x
39.8 mm., the view of the museum remaining in the same format . The second size was 26.8 x 38.8 and
27 x 39 mm.-somewhat smaller. However, the principal feature is the modified text on all three stamps,
the letters in some cases fall in different places when vertically compared and this is easily seen with a
magnifier.
The series of 16 stamps for famous Scientists, designed by V. Zavialov, issued also in August 1951,
although not officially described as reprinted, obviously come into this category, as the stamps in some
cases vary from the standard measurement of 22.5 x 33 mm. to 21.5 x 32 mm. Other values of this set
have a vertical measurement of3 l .5, 32.5, and 33.5 mm. The complete listing of these variants does not
seem to have appeared in print; nevertheless the hunt for every combination of format makes an interesting sideline, especially as some types only seem to come CTO. Incidently, the "Lobachevsky" stamp
has two types of "l" in 1951, the serified specimen is the first printing at 33 mm. and the issue without
the serif measures 32.5mm.
In September 1951 there appeared four stamps for Airsports, the one rouble having an interesting
error in design showing a break in the leading parachute cords, subsequently corrected in the reprint.
Again there is two formats for this issue, first printing, 26, 25 x 39.75 mm., {40k.); 26.75 x 39 mm. (60:<);
27.25 x 40 mm. (lR); 44 x 25 mm. (2R); Second printing, 26.75 x 39.75 mm., 27 x 38.75 mm., 27 x
39.75 mm., 45 x 24.5 mm. The design of this set was again by V. Zavailov, and the second printings
have more CTO's than the first issue.
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To keep in chronological order and progressing backwards through the years, there were two
issues in 1950 that qualify as reprinted. The three values of the Flags and Peoples set appears in two
modified designs; note should be' particularly taken of the emblem in the flag of Albania, indistinct in
the first printing, but with the double-headed eagle of Skanderberg clearly outlined in the later printing.
The 50k. value of the painter Levitian also has two sizes of format, coming in 32.75 mm. horizontal
measurement and 32 mm., the latter being the second printing.
Finally, some of the 1947 commemoratives for the 800 years of Moscow series, printed in photogravure, were reprinted in two sizes. Of these the ]OK;., 30k., 60k., and 60k. (Moscow Bridge) have the
characteristics of reprints, with two sizes of design and shade-variations. The 1Ok. stamp featuring Gorki
Street has an additional variation in the ornamental curl at the left base of the design; in the normal
stamp it is straight, in the variety it is elongated below the base-line. The 5k. stamp of the Khimki
Bridge has many shade-variations from grey-blue to grey-black borders and grey-brown to reddishbrown centre, while the word Moscow can be found with and without additional lines, pointing to several
printings of this value.
SE-TENANT PAIRS, COUPONS AND STRIPS
At the end of 1968 the Soviet Union had issued no less than 29 stamps with coupons attached,
and 66 stamps in se-tenant pairs of differing designs, excluding miniature sheets. There has also been
9 strips of different designs, plus 6 tete-beche pairs which come into the scope of these notes. The first
Soviet stamps printed tete-beche were the 1921 definitives. These can be found with a wide gutter separating the designs, which are printed upside down in relation to each other. The Rostov-on-Don Charity
labels issued in 1922 had the unusual sheet formation of four designs printed 133 per sheet, the imperforate stamps being of different size and shape, two values printed in green and two in red. However,
it is to the more modern commemorative issues that these remarks refer.
The issue of stamp plus a coupon: attached usually has the printing formation of stamp X coupon X
stamp X coupon, across the top of a sheet.The coupons have no postal validity but are used for descriptive or propaganda material. Very often these stamps and coupons are supplied already in detached
pairs, so that it is very difficult to obtain alternative pairs of the designs. Where the printing runs stamp
and coupon, the variety becomes coupon and stamp. In order to obtain both variants the collector has
to purchase a whole strip at double cost and break it himself, but if, as is often the case, the · sheets are
already broken the alternative placing becomes a rarity, more so on cover. This doubling up of designs
and coupons is becoming more and more popular ,as philatelists find to their cost. The U.S.S.R. was
one of the first to exploit this technique with the 1940 Agricultural Exhibition series, from which no less
than 24 blocks, pairs and strips are possible, all se-tenant of various pavilions in the Exhibition. The first
stamp-and-coupon appeared in the 1949 Pushkin series, with the coupon bearing the following prophetic
quotation from the famous poet: "Believe comrades( the star of fascinating happiness will arise. Russia
will awaken and our names will be written on the ruins of the despotic rule."
The Space Age gave rise to designs in se-tenant strips especially noteworthy in this respect is the
1963 Cosmonaut series in 6 different vertical designs, only to be eclipsed by the 1967 Sports series with
eight pairs from four basic designs.
Generally speaking, this printing arrangement, whereby di~erent designs are printed side by side,
is not popular with collectors. A complete series showing all the variations means several sets of stamps
or in some cases whole sheets. However, the earlier material is quite hard to find with all possible variations. No doubt we shall see more of this style of printing of which the main considerations are financial and propaganda. Nevertheless, the collecting of such items does make an interesting sideline.
Stamps and coupons attached have come into the Miniature Sheet. Once it was enough to use the edge
of the block for descriptive matter, but now the details are on separate perforated coupons, as in the
Molinar Space sheets of November 29th last. Earlier miniature sheets used the all-coupon technique;
on the 1 Rouble sheet issued for Radio Day 1965 the combined complete design six vignettes, separate
in themselves, but so arranged as to form a complete whole in the finished block. This method was used
also for the 1964 sheet featuring Soviet space achievements "From Sputnik I to the First Woman in
Space." This block came, of course, both lacquered and plain.
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THE ONE ROUBLE STAMP

Leonard Tann
In 1889 a complete range of values was issued, including the new values of 4k., lOk., 20k., 50k.
and I rouble, all of which were in similar designs. The entire set was on paper watermarked with horizontal lines, and all had the thunderbolts through the posthorns, symbolizing the union of postal and
telegraphic ministries. The I rouble measures 27 mm. across and 31 mm. in height. It was printed
in three processes: (i) The background of shading which has a sort of "chequered" appearance; (ii) The
frame, which includes the figure "I" in small circles at the right and left sides; (iii) The centre with the
eagle and posthorns embossed in white on the coloured oval and the figure of value below the oval in
the colour of the centre. The perforation was a line perf. of 13½, and the sheets were of 40, 5 across
and 8 downwards, with large blank margins.
The first issue was in 1889, and the colouring was a brown shading with a dark brown frame.
The Imperial Arms were heavily embossed on an orange-yellow centre, and the figure of value was the
same. There were continual printings between 1889 and 1894 and there is some slight variation in colour,
mainly in the frame. The wings of the Eagle are embossed so heavily that the lines indicating the feathers
are quite clear, as is the shield in the centre of the Eagle's breast.
The varieties are interesting. Most notable are the imperforate between pairs, both vertical and
horizontal pairs. The perf. was a line perf. and if the machine jumped a row, it would remain imperf.
There also exist the centre misplaced, and the centre and value omitted. The latter would have been
due to a part of the machine not being inked.
Of this issue, there were printings also made for use in the Grand Duchy of Finland. The background shading is lighter and the curly or chequered design on it is clearer. The colour of the central
oval is the same but the Eagle is not embossed so heavily. The colour of the oval shows between the
tips of the Eagle's wings. The printing of the brown frame included also "dots in circles" in the curves
· at the corners of the frame to indicate that this was a Finland issue. Like the Russian counterpart it
was printed on horizontally laid paper, and was part of a complete set of values for Finland. These
were printed in 1891. There is no record of the varieities of the Russian lR occurring on the Finland
printings. This may well have been because in addition to the checking of stamps at the Imperial Printing Works in St. Petersburg, there was a second check at the Printing Office in Helsingfors.
The issue is known as the 1889-94 issue, but there must have been further printings up to the turn
of the century to supplement the issue and to maintain supplies. However, the next official printing was
the first in the reign of the new Emperor, Tsar Nicholas II.
In 1902, the complete range of values was re-issued, this time on paper watermarked with vertical
lines. The lR was printed in 1904 in basically the same colours as previously. There were shade differences though. The colour of the central oval was slightly more orange than before, and the embossing
was not so heavy. It is possible to see the colouring between the tips of the Eagle's wings.
The varieties include once again imperf. between pairs, and imperforate copies, from sheets either
partially or totally imperforate. Certain sheets were accidentally put through a perforating machine
reserved for fiscal stamps and received a perforation of 11 ½. A number of other sheets, having been perforated normally either vertically or horizontally, were then put through the fiscal stamps machine, thus
resulting in a combination of 11½ x 13½. The catalogue of the "Cercle France-U.R.S.S." lists the lR
with three sides having the normal perf. of 13½ and the remaining side 11 ½. This may well have been
because a sheet was found to have a row imperf. between, and to correct the error that one row was put
through the fiscal machine, thus giving 11 ½down one side only.
In March 1906 a sheet of the lR was sold at the Moscow Central Post Office. This sheet had 38
centres severely misplaced and two stamps with centres and figures of value missing altogether! The
centres are so severely misplaced, that part of the right wing of the eagle is printed on the next stamp.
The watermark can be seen clearly across the blank centre. On this issue, the background is also recorded
misplaced.
We now come to the most interesting period of the lR issues, 1909 to 1919. In 1910 there was a
reprint of the lR value. Like the set it accompanied, it was on white wove paper with the varnish lines
on the surface. The paper was watermarked only along the top and bottom margins, and the watermark looks rather like an ornate chain.
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1910. The design is identical with that of the previous issues, but is somewhat different in
colour. The background is much lighter than before, and the chequered effect is not apparant unless
closely observed. The brown of the frame too is lighter and the colouring of the central oval is yelloworange. The Eagle is embossed, but not as heavily as in 1904. The varnish lines are seen quite easily
on the face. In the vertical margins, there is an orange line matching the colour of the centre running
parellel with the stamps. This line is about 4 mm. wide, and is about 13 mm. away from the first vertical row of stamps.
1911-13 (or 14). The Postal Authorities did not continue printing the lR. until they received
orders from the post offices that supplies had run out and they required further issues. In 1911 there
was a further reprint of the 1R. The colour is quite different from 1hat used previously. The background
shading is slightly darker and closer to the colour of the 1904 issue. The frame is chocolate-brown and
the centre is orange-red. The Eagle is embossed but lightly. In the vertical margins there are three
brown lines matching the. colour of the frame. They are spaced 10 mm. apart from each other and the
first line is about 7½ mm. from the stamps. On this issue, the paper is very slightly creamish in colour,
and the marginal watermark is down the sides. The varnish Jines are not so clear as on the former issue,
and the stamp has to be held up to the light for the varnish to be seen.
There are some notable varieties of this issue.
The imperfs. between pairs occurred again. There is also the inverted background. The shading
was arranged so that space was left for the rest of the de!'ign to fit in. Across the area to be covered
by the frame was a light shading of horizontal lines only, and the area for the centre was completely blank.
It may have been that the sheet got caught up after the background was printed but before the frame
and centre were printed. It may have been released manually and inserted upside down. The frame
and centre were then printed inverted in relation to the background. This shows as white spaces around
the figure of value in lower part of the centre. It is an interesting variety not found on previous issues
of the 1R. I illustrate a marginal pair which has the figure 2, normally in the bottom margin, which
is a check for the background in the top margin, inverted thus confirming the error. The centres are
also slightly misplaced to the right.
It is difficult to say when printing issue of this ended. It is normally given as 1913, but it may
well have been up to the eve of World War 1 and possibly even later. The aniline solution used in the
colour process was bought from Germany and was unobtainable after August 1914. Since the colours
of the rest of the issue change in shade and texture, and no such change seems to have affected the 1R.
I think it can be said that printing ended on the eve of the War.
One further pre-War issue of the lR. deserves our attention. In 1910 a printing of the IR. was
made identical in colour with the one we have mentioned above. But the line in the margin was brown,
corresponding to the colour of the frame. This was made exclusively for use in the Russian Post Offices
in the Ttukish Empire, and was overprinted "10 PIASTRES." However, after the required number of
these stamps had been overprinted, there was a residue of about a thousand sheets unoverprinted, and
these were distributed to Russian post offices within the Empire. These are of course much scarcer
to find with the margin showing one brown line than the other two issues made for home consumption.
Without the margin they cannot of course be identified.
War and Revolution
The war took its toll of experienced and skilled men at the Imperial Printing Works in Petrograd.
No doubt some were mobilised and others put to printing essential Government papers and currency.
Their place was taken by men of less experience. The next printing of the 1R. value was not until after
the fall of the Monarchy in March 1917. By that time there had already been slight inflation, and in
late 1916 there had been a rise in the postal rate. The Kerensky Government faced increasing inflation.
Inflation meant increased demand for a lR. stamp. It was decided to print the lR. in sheets of
fifty rather than sheets of forty as before. A curious arrangement of 7 x 8, with three "blanks" showing
interlaced Vs in the top and bottom row, was because they discovered that if they turned the paper sideways, the large margins would enable them to get more stamps on the sheet. They were printed in this
way from 1917 until 1919. The 3½, 5, 7 and 10 roubles were likeways printed in this method.
Although the appearance of the 1917 issue in perf. and imperf. condition can be explained by a
strike of the perforaters, it is.- uncertain why subsequent issues are found also in imperf. condition. Perhaps the strain of the Civil War demanded the men be put to work on more urgent jobs, or that the perforating machines could not cope with the vast outflow of stamps. Although the area of Russia controlled by the Bolsheviks was not large, inflation played a large part in forcing up the output of stamps.
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Inflation, which had set in after the fall of the Tsar, had reached the point where the rouble had
almost collapsed. The lR. stamp was authorised for sale at gradually higher prices; at twenty times
face value, fifty times, a hundred, a thousand, and finally ten thousand times face value. No overprint
was employed to indicate the increase, but covers are found with multiples, even complete sheets with
margins pasted on to them. This demanded an increase in the output of stamps that the perforating
machines may not have been adequate to deal with. However, the last printing of the lR. with horizontal varnish lines in imperf. condition is much scarcer than the perforate issue.
The various Anti-Bolshevik White Armies found the lR. useful as it is found overprinted. The
North Western Army of General Yudenitch overprinted the lR. perf. in 1919. The Latvian doublecross appears on the 1R. which has been given a value of 6R. The Far Eastern Republic added their
overprint on the 1R. perf. in September 1920. In Nikolaievsk-on-Amur, in the Priamur Province, four
overprints were put on the lR. All the copies overprinted by the Civil War armies are with vertical
varnish lines from the 1917-18 issues.
During the time of the Kerensky Government, (March to October 1917, Old Style) there was a
strike by the men in the perforating department. Unlike present times, when others would come out "in
sympathy," the printers remained on duty, leaving no option but to issue the stamps imperf. The stamps
are therefore found both perf. and imperf.
There are many varieties of colour, but there was no attempt at all to emboss the Eagle. The
centres show the Eagle very poorly, and the later issues are somewhat blotchy. The margins are completely blank, and the paper is of poor quality and yellowish. The margins, being narrower, show no
sign of the former marginal watermark.
In 1919 (Gibbons say 1918) there was the final printing of the Tsarist lR. Still in sheets of 50,
it employed a much more sensible arrangement of 5 x 10 (similarly with the 3½, and 7R). The margins
were still quite narrow by 1910 standards, but the printing was of a somewhat better quality than before.
The shades do not differ from the Revolutionary issues of 1917 onwards. These are also both perf. and
imperf. Once again, however, the paper was turned around in the interests of economy. This time
the varnish lines were applied horizontally over the sheet. After the issue of regular Communist stamps,
these stamps were demonetised and withdrawn.
Of the Revolutionary issues 1917-19, ..there are a tremendous -number of varieties. There are
centres, backgrounds and frames, double, treble,. ._offset, misplaced etc., etc., both on perf. and
imperf. issues. They are also found with the varnish lines, ·double, on front and back, or missing
altogether. No doubt that some of these were genuine mistakes, issued and some subsequently used
genuinely. But, even if the State Printing Works was staffed with inexperienced men, only a blind man
would print a double centre, both misplaced, on a stamp which already had a shifted background and
perhaps another error too. And in spite of the fact that a full range of the other values (except the 7k.
and 14k.) were also being issued, it seems that the 1R. was the main victim of this unfortunate spate of
"errors."
Among the post-revolutionary issues of the 1 rouble stamp, are found copies from sheets of 7 x 8
with the six " blanks" which in colouring, texture of paper, general impression and perforation are identical in every way (except for the design of the centre) to the 1909 Levant issues of the 1 rouble/10 piastresThe Levant design had dispensed with the Imperial Eagle and replaced it with a ship and the dates 1857.
1907, commemorating the 50th anniverssary of ROPiT. In all other points the design was identical
to the ordinary lR. Now on the outbreak of war in August 1914, Russia found herself opposing Turkey.
Immediately all Russian posts in the Turkish empire closed down, and printing of Levant stamps ceased.
But did the Levant printing machines remain forever idle?
In the period 1917-20, the 3½R. and 7R. values, not printed since 1905 reappeared, but in different
colours. This time they were in the same colours as the Levant 35 and 70 piastres. One of two things
seems to have happened : the rapid inflation required that high value stamps be issued. So either the old
plates for the 3½R. and 7R. were taken out, cleaned from the black and grey or black and yellow inks
formerly used, and surplus inks from the Levant issue used to reprint these values, or, the ship centres
from the Levant machines were removed and replaced by Eagle centres, and the surplus Levant ink then
used for these values. The state of the 3½R. and 7R. of this period favours I think the former suggestion, since the Eagle centres are poorly reproduced suggesting that they were from worn plates, hence
they may well have been the old 1905 plates.
It seems the same happened with the lR. However, I suggest that the Levant machine was used
with Eagle centres replacing the ship. The 1R. stamps emanating from this source are much clearer in
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impression than their contemporaries from the old, worn machines. The colouring and paper suggests
that paper and inks left over from the Levant issue were used, and the perforation (difficult to describe,
but perceptibly different from the other perfs.) suggests that the Levant department was equipped with
its own perforating machines. In the same way that the ordinary 1R. machines had been adapted to
print sheets of 7 x 8 with the six "blanks," so the Levant machine was adapted.
I have not seen any imperf. 1R. stamps of the adapted Levant type, nor have I seen great quantities
of this "species" of the lR. issues, which suggests it was tried only for a few months, and then possibly
abandoned.
MEETING REPORTS

The 103rd Meeting of the Society was held at 41, Devonshire Place, W.1, on 9th November, 1%8.
Mr. Knighton presided, with 18 other members present. An apology for absence was received
from the Secretary.
During the course of the afternoon it was learned that Colonel von Richter had died. Members
stood in silence for one minute.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Knighton referred to the paragraph in the minutes dealing with the proposed joint meeting
and exhibition with the Soviet Society, tracing the history of this proposal for the 18 months it had
appeared in the minutes. The proposal had been discussed in Committee, but as it was a controversial
matter and some individuals were known to be strongly opposed to such a meeting, he thought that
members present should have an opportunity of voicing their opinions. A lively discussion followed
and among the points mentioned was that some members of our Society conducted a satisfactory correspondence with Soviet collectors. Some anxiety was felt, however, about the involvement of the B.S.R.P.
with official Soviet organisations and it was uncertain how such a meeting would strike our overseas
membership. It was decided that the Secretary should continue to make enquiries and to report his
findings before making any arrangements for a joint meeting.
Secretary's Report. The Secretary's report was read. Mr. Lloyd thanked members for their
sympathy in his recent bereavement.
The names of two applicants for membership were submitted for confirmation:
CAMERON, :q., 59, Brook Drive, Kennington, London, S.E.11.
LYCHMANENKO, W., 23, Cunliffe Terrace, Bradford 8, Yorkshire.
Presentation. The presentation of a silver plate, suitably inscribed, was made to Mr. P. T. Ashford.
In making the presentation, Mr. Knighton spoke of the development of the Journal from its first
appearance in 1946. Mr. Ashford had been in the Production Team in 1958, became Editor in 1962,
and had developed the Journal to its present high standard. The Journal had won National and International awards and the presentation was in appreciation of Mr. Ashford's work in producing it.
In his reply, Mr. Ashford said how happy and proud he was to receive such an award.
Journal. Dr. Casey, present Editor of the Journal, regretted the delay in publication and said
that the proofs were now in the hands of the printers and that the Journal would be sent out as soon as
possible. He asked for more contributions from members, particularly on stamps as distinct from postal
history. Members receiving awards at National and International Exhibitions are asked to inform the
Editor, giving a brief account of their entries.
Exchange Packet Superintendent's Report. Mr. Kellaway reported that since the last meeting
six packets had been sent out (total value £1, 108) and six packets had been broken up, with total sales
£470.
Philatelic Congress of Great Britain. Mr. Knighton reported that Mr. Handford, Mr. Poulter
and himself had been the Society's delegates at the Congress. A study circle had been formed for those
interested in Russia and a small number had attended. Our member M. Liphschutz had been elected
to the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists. Although unable to attend Congress, M. Liphschutz had
come to London in September as the guest of Mr. Bojanowicz, at whose home a lively and enjoyable
reception took place.
Programme 1%9. The Annual General Meeting was fixed for 11 th January, 1969. Dr. Casey
suggested that the display on that occasion should be "Cinderella" material. The Annual Competitions were scheduled for 29th March, 1969.
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Any Other Business. Mr. Baillie pointed out that the B.P.A. Congress will be held in the latter
part of July 1969 at Bristol and he hoped that a meeting of the Society could be arranged in that area
at that time.
The business of the Meeting finished at 3.45 p.m., after which the tables were covered with members' display sheets, mostly of the early Soviet period.
There was a strong section of Savings Bank stamps used on covers, with and without postagedue markings. The general issues of the 1921-25 period, including errors and varieties, were well represented, as also the hammer-and-sickle in star overprints on cover. Another section showed surcharged
Consular Fee stamps, and unusual locals and Caucasian surcharges on cover added to a varied
and impressive display.
Mr. Baillie thanked those who had brought exhibits for our pleasure, all of which had been greatly
appreciated.

The 104th and Annual General Meeting of the Society was held at 41, Devonshire Place, W.1.
on 11th January, 1969.
Mr. Knighton presided; also present were Dr. Wortman, Dr. Casey and Messrs. Eades, Kellaway,
Combridge, Peel, Pritt, Norwood, Goss, Bojanowicz, Myers, Reynolds, Joseph, Kalmus and Lloyd.
Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Handford, Drennan, McIntyre, Tann and Dr. Ceresa.
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved after a correction had been made to the paragraph on the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain.
Arising from the minutes, the Secretary told members that letters had been exchanged with the
Society for Cultural Relations with the U.S.S.R.-purely to seek information-in connection with proposed philatelic exhibitions jointly arranged with the Soviet National Philatelic Society. Although the
idea of promoting such an exhibition was a matter of personal initiative by B.S.R.P. members and philatelists in th,e U.S.S.R., an enterprise of this sort would be treated at an official level on the Soviet side·
Parties from both countries would need to conform to laws laid down by their respective travel authorities. It was agreed that the Secretary continu~.,his..enquiries on a personal and friendly basis.
President's Speech. Mr. Knighton spoke of the many changes that had taken place during the
past year and of missing friends-Mrs. Lloyd~ Colonel von Richer, Dr. Salisbury and Will Huddy. The
new Editor, Dr. Casey, underwent an oper~ in the Autumn, which laid him low for several weeks,
but he was pleased to see him looking much better now.
The President continued by saying that it had been a year of achievement for the Society. The
Journal had received awards at "Stampex" and at Prague, and members had won medals for their displays at National and International Exhibitions. All were to be congratulated.
Secretary's Report. During the year twelve new members were elected to the Society, but we
lost about twenty through resignation, death, and lapsed contributions. Advertisements in the B.P.A.
and Philatelic Congress handbooks and publicity at "Stampex" and the British Philatelic Exhibition had
resulted in at least three new members.
Treasurer's Report. Mr. Eades told the, Meeting that the Statement of Accounts now presented
had yet to be audited due to the changed date of the A.G.M. For the period of 15 months covered by
the accounts, the balance in hand was £400. Some subscriptions for 1969 had already been received,
though 42 members had not paid their dues for 1968. On the proposition of Mr. Kellaway it was unanimously decided to accept the Accounts.
Packet Superintendent's Report. For the period of 15 months covered by the Report sixteen
packets had been broken up with total sales of £1,100, resulting in a profit of £92 to the Society. This
is the second year of the "registered post" rule and there is no doubt about its success. It is to be
regretted that delay in passing on the packet is increasing (one member retained the packet for as long as a
month). Since the packet is insured for a limited period, such delays mean that fewer members see the
packet, to the disappointment of some and with loss to the Society.
Journal. Dr. Casey said that Journal No. 42 was with the printers and publication was expected
soon. The delay had been caused largely because of lack of material to publish. If more contributions
were not received from the membership the existence of the Journal was in jeopardy. A discussion
then foltowed, in the course of which Mr. Bojanowicz pointed out the need for closer liaison between the
Editor and subscribers.
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Librarian and Press Secretary's Report. Mr. Combridge told the meeting that although as Press
Secretary he had sent news items to the Philatelic press, nothing had been published. Speaking as Librarian, he was surprised that so few members used the Society's Library.
Any Other Business. The Secretary read a letter from the Chairman of the London International
Stamp Exhibition, 1970, appealing for donations to meet the required budget of £100,000 and for voluntary workers to help with the Exhibition itself. A donation of £20 was unanimously agreed.
A letter from Mr. Chudoba of New )'ork was then read, giving details of the Rossica Society's
House List and apologising for delay in their own publication.
Mr. Knighton concluded his term of office by thanking the Officers of the Society for their support
during. the past year and by welcoming the new President.
Election of Officers. Dr. R. Casey succeeded Mr. Knighton as President. Other Officers for
the new term are as follows:
MR. J. LLOYD
Vice- President
MR. J. LLOYD
Hon. Secretary
MR. R. L. JosPEH
Hon. Treasurer
DR. R. CASEY
Journ<tl Editor
MR. W. G. KELLAWAY
Exchange Packet Superintendent
MR. E. C. CoMBRIDGE
Librarian
MR. H. NORWOOD
Press Secretary . .
The Committee was re-elected en bloc, comprising Dr. A. H. Wortman, Mr. A. Pritt, Mr. E. G.
Peel, Mr. A. Droar and Mr. R. P. Knighton. The post of Research Superintendent was left open pending
news from Dr. R. Ceresa.
It was agreed that an Editorial Committee be set up to facilitate the production of the Journal.
In addition to the Editor and Secretary, Mr. P. Ashford, Mr. M. A. Bojanowicz and Dr. A. H. Wortman
were elected to this Committee.
After tea members displayed "Cinderella" collections.

The 105th meeting of the Society was held at 41 , Devonshire Place, W.l, on 29th March, 1969.
Dr. Casey presided, with 18 other members present, including Mr. D. Mushlin, a new member.
The President welcomed Mr. James Negus, Chairman of the China Philatelic Society, who was present
on this occasion as a Competition Judge. Apologies for absence were received from Mr. Roberts and
Mr. Myers.
On the proposition of Mr. Droar, the minutes of the last meeting were taken as read and approved.
Arising from the minutes, the post of Research Superintendent came up for discussion. Members
were pleased to learn that Dr. R. Ceresa was willing to continue in this capcaity.
Secretary's Report. Mr. Lloyd thanked all members and friends who had wirtten to him during
his recent illness.
Correspondence relating to the Rossica Journal, our own Journal and expertisation of material
was read by the Secretary. The B.S.R.P. donation to the Philympia 1970 Fund had been acknowledged
with thanks. A joint meeting with the China Society had been proposed.
The following applicants for membership were duly elected:
ROBINSON, T. A., 89 Copers Cope Road, Beckenham, Kent.
MUSHLIN, D., 292, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.
HUMPHREYS, R. L., Barfield Cottages, Addington, West Malling, Kent.
MORGOULIS, PAUL, 17 rue de Lisbonne, Paris Se, France.
Packet Superintendent's Report. Since the last meeting three packets had been broken up, with
total sales of £125. Three new packets had been put into circulation, having a total value of £828. Members were reminded that to satisfy insurance conditions the packet could be sent only to those members
who had paid their subscriptions for 1969 by 30th April.
Press Secretary's Report. Mr. Norwood said that he had been in touch with five philatelic
journals but did not know how many had published his report on the A.G.M.
Mr. Bojanowicz congratulated the Editor on the production of Journal No. 42, all present concurring.
While the general meeting was in progress, the two nominated judges-Mr. James Negus of the
China Society and Dr. Wortman-perused the entries for the various trophies, with the following results:
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The Bojanowicz Trophy. Awarded for the first time, this cup went to the President, Dr R. Casey,
for his entry of Russian Military Mail.
.
The Stibbe Rose Bowl. This award for original research went to Mr. R. Knighton for his display
of Finnish T.P.0.s.
The Buchanan Cup. This was awarded to the President for his entry of Advertisement Letter
Sheets.
The Ceresa Literary Award. Presentation of this award was deferred. Mr. Negus and Mr. D.
Mushlin were nominated judges and agreed to study Journal 42 for this purpose.
A vote of thanks was accorded the judges for performing a difficult task.

REVIEWS OF NEW LITERATURE
The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately No. 74 and 75, 1968.
P.O. Box 806, Church Street Station, New York, N. Y. 10008, U.S.A.

Edited by Andrew Cronin,

The untimely death of Dr. Gregory B. Salisbury in January 1968 was a severe blow to the Rossica
Society, and the survival of the Rossica Journal must have been the subject of much discussion among
our U.S. friends. Thanks to Andrew Cronin, who has assumed the post of Editor-in-Chief, and a keen
Editorial Committee comprising Kurt Adler, Oleg Faberge, E. Marcovitcb, C. P. Bulak and J. Terlecky,
together with publisher Martin L. Harow, Nos. 74 and 75 have now made their appearance, and in size
and content, these joumlas are well up to the high standard set by earlier issues.
Pride of place in No. 47 is, of course, given to the obituary notice of Dr. Salisbury, universally
popular, and no mean friend of B.S.R.P. Henri Tristant provides a further instalment of an article on
the Trans-Siberian Postal Route, the theme of which is the route and not individual cancellations. Individual items are described at length, the time taken, and the various types of "Via Siberia" cachet are
listed. Most of the latter are of private origin. This reviewer would prefer to see details of the postal
wagons with their respective cancellations and of "Stantsia" and "Vokzal" post offices situated on the
railway. This could be embellished with photographs of both stations and rolling stock, as well as cancellations in use. Though an attractive idea, such a project would need much time and material and
probably assume handbook proportions! Kurt Adler lists "Fields of Russian Philately" which will
be helpful to every newcomer, setting out, as it-does, an exhaustive list of collecting headings. It also
reminds older hands just what is entailed in being a general collector of Russia! Benjamin R. Beede
contributes an article on W.W.11 "Ostarbeiter Mail" used in German occupied U.S.S.R. Emile Marcovitch writes an interesting paper on Russian "Cinderella" material, ·or "erinophillia"-a term that resolutely fails to register in the United Kingdom, despite the increasing interest in this non-postal material.
A further portion of an early article by N. I. Sokolov on the establishment of the Zemstvo posts in Russia,
reminds us just how much we are indebted to this intrepid postal historian, who wrote with such a wealth
of knowledge at the tum of the century. Who was he? What did he do? Other interesting articles
in this issue stem from the pens of Dr. Gordon H. Torrey, "Russian Troops on the Macedonian Front
During W.W.1"; Boris Shishkin on Fatezh Zemstvo postal stationery, a continuation of the translation
of the V. A. Karlinskii article on Soviet Postal Rates (from "Filateliya S.S.R.") with some interesting
editorial comment and notes by the Editorial Board on Fraudulent Soviet Varieties. 0. A. Faberge
contributes an unusual article on Bisects of Fiscal Stamps in St. Petersburg; Kurt Adler on the MoscowVolga Canal Anniversary Issue of 1947; and there is a continuation of D. N. Minchey's article on the
Russian Posts in Rumania. The Editorial Board also weighs in on the "three triangle" controversy,
whilst the always interesting "Notes from Collectors" and "Book Reviews" conclude a most valuable
issue.
No. 75, produced in new style type, and running to 114 pages, commences with articles by Boris
Shishkin on old Russian postal services and a note by V. Arefiev on Numismatic Literature of Imperial
Russia. These are followed by the concluding portions of the N. I. Sokolov article on Zemstvo posts,
and the Henri Tristant "Trans-Siberian Postal Route". An article likely to interest all collectors of
modern Soviet issues by L. P. Grigorieva and N. V. Novokshchenova on the production of Soviet stamps
has been translated and reprinted from the 1958 Centenary Manual, published in Moscow. This is
followed by a valuable and complementary article-"The Girls of Goznak"-by A. Cronin, which introduces the technicians whose names appear on the sheet margins of certain Soviet stamps. "Praga-1968"
is the title of a report on this exhibition by Kurt Adler, and John Bulat adds some notes on Ukrainian
Collections which were on view. In a series of accompanying photographs it is a pleasure to identify
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such friends as Dr. Seichter, Mr. C. W. Roberts, and Professor N. V. Luchnik. The concluding part
of the V. A. Karlinskii article on Soviet postal rates then appears, followed by some interesting items
culled from various collections. Ivan Chemjarskij contributes some valuable notes on C.M.T. stamps
issued during the Rumanian Occupation of Pakutia, and collectors interested in Western Ukraine should
not miss this fascinatingly personnel narrative. E. Marcovitch pens an article on Imperial Paper Seals;
J. F. Chudoba compares Scott catalogue prices for classic Russian issues, whilst Kurt Adler writes some
valuable notes on the 1932 International Polar Year Air Express issue. J. F. Chudoba follows this with
· notes on the Leningrad Flood issue of 1924, and "Auction Notes," "Book Reviews," and "Notes from
Collectors" conclude another exciting Rossica issue.
P. T. A.
The Gobi Times No. 1, April 1969. Edited by George P. Knowles, Felix, Potto11 Road, Bigg/eswade, Bedfordshire.
This is the first issue of an informal newsletter devoted to the philately of Mongolia, Tuva and
Bhutan. In a foreword, James Negus points out that collecting of the once unfashionable countries of
Mongolia and Tuva has undergone a complete change during the last fifteen years. This area has now
attracted a number of notable students, with consequent improved catalogue treatment. Part one of
this nine-page newsletter deals with new and recent issues of Mongolia in a series of notes which cover
both factual matters, such as dates of issue, and historical and artistic commentary. Part two attempts
a listing of the post offices of Bhutan, and among other things, poses some questions about Bhutan airmail. It is hoped to include other countries of the Central Asian area in future issues of the newsletter.
R. C.

OBITUARY
VLADIMIR VON RICHTER

Colonel Vladimir von Richter died suddenly
at his home in Warsaw in September 1968 at the
age of 82.
Born in Deblin (then the fortress town Ivagorod), south-east of Warsaw, in 1886, he had
descended from a baronial family domiciled in the
Baltic province of Riga since the 12th century and
possessing estates in Poland.
His father was a
distinguished officer in the Imperial Russian Army
and family tradition predestined Vladimir to follow
in his footsteps.
After graduating from the elite military college, the "Corps of Pages of His Imperial Majesty,··
he entered the Nicholas Guards School of Cavalry
in St. Petersburg and was commissioned in 1908.
His first posting was to the 13th Vladimir Lancers, then stationed at Novominsk (now Minsk
Mazowiecki), Poland, with whom he served until
1912.
Called from the reserve at the outbreak of war in
1914, he joined the 4th Kharkov Lancers and soon
gained awards for bravery in the face of the enemy.
The pinnacle of his military career came in
1915-16, when, as a lieutenant, he wasinvestedwith
the Sword of St. George and the Order of St. George
(equivalent to our Victoria Cross) for his conspicuous bravery as a voluntary commando with the 37th Siberian Rifle Regiment. In 1916, too badly
wounded for further service at the front, Vladimir was appointed to the staff of the Imperial Nicholas
Military Academy in Petrograd. He gained many other awards and was elevated to the rank of Knight
of the All-Russian War Orders.
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After the Revolution he left for Poland and joined the Polish Army in 1919. He fought in the
war of 1918-21, was wounded again and decorated with a Polish award for bravery.
He married in June 1919 and a few years later left with his wife for abroad, travelling and sojourning in France, Spain, Morocco and Italy, before returning to Poland. A dramatic escape from
Vilno, when Poland was invaded in 1939, brought the von Richters to England as refugees. Here they
settled until 1967, in which year they returned again to Poland.
·
Vladimir was a born collector and from an early age took a passionate interest in the historical
souvenirs of his Motherland. He loved art, books and antiques and had a way of imparting his enthusiasm to others. During the Revolution it was his lot to witness the destruction of his precious collection
of rare books, pictures, prints and china. True to his mettle, he started collecting again on returning
to Poland, concentrating on Russian military medals, only to lose his collection once more in 1939.
Undaunted by setbacks which would have broken the heart of most of us, he commenced collecting yet again in England, achieving surprising results. His collection of Russian military medals
eventually numbered 3,500 and was considered the finest in private hands in the Western World. As
an expert on this subject he was consulted by fellow collectors and dealers alike and he maintained a
lively contact with museums in London, Paris, and in the U.S.S.R. To the Hermitage in Leningrad
he presented many medals lacking in the official collections. Magazines in France, America and Poland
published his articles on historical and military topics, on medals, prints and porcelain, and he became
a member of many numismatic societies as well as Russian cultural organisations. A beautiful set of
Iberian-Roman coins, got together during his sojourn in Spain in 1926-28, was subsequently acquired
by the British Museum.
All this time he had not been indifferent to philately and had in fact won a silver medal at the Philatelic Exhibition in Warsaw in 1938 for a display of Spanish stamps. It was not until about six years
ago, however, that he really took to this hobby, when he joined our Society. He now turned his attention to the zemstvo stamps of Russia and characteristic of the man, his zeal for the subject was
unbounded, his pursuit of knowledge tireless. He quickly became one of the inner circle of enthusiasts
and regularly took part in the London meetings, both formal and informal.
After his final move to Poland he kept up correspondence and exchange with members until the
end. Some of his articles on zemstvos .a ppeared in Paris. His contributions to our Journal comprise
"Early postal information from 'Miesiatzoslov' for 1833" (B.J.R.P. No. 36) and " Heraldry on zemstvo
postage stamps" (B.J;R.P. No. 42). The latter was passing through the press on his death.
Vladimir von Richter led a full and adventurous life. Great soldier, devoted husband, .collector
and connoisseur, his rare combination of gallantry, charm and erudition won him the admiration of all
who knew him. He is remembered with great affection.
R.C.

SALE OF THE H. FREEMAN BASS COLLECTION OF RUSSIA
An important sale of Russian philatelic property, comprising nearly 270 lots and expected to
realise £10,000, will take place on Tuesday, January 6th, 1970, in the auction rooms of H. R. Harmer,
Ltd., 41 New Bond Street, London, W.1. The collection of our 'late member, Mr. H. Freeman Bass,
deceased, forms the nucleus of the sale.
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